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PREFACE
Cities and counties must continue to focus
on making homes, businesses, and industries energy efficient despite the lowto-moderate fuel prices currently
p r e v a l e n t i n ma n y a r e a s o f t h e c o u n t r y.
The reasoning behind the continued focus
may be found at two levels: the impact of
increasing energy consumption on the nation as a whole and on most local
economies.
On a national level, the growing dependence of the U.S. on foreign oil is a
serious concern. Our current low fuel
prices, which have provided consumer
b e n e f i t s w h i l e e a s i n g i n f l a t i o n a n d i n t e rest rates, have caused domestic oil
p r o d u c t i o n t o d r o p a n d e n e r g y c o n s u mp tion to increase. According to the U.S.
Department of Energy, domestic output
plummeted by 9 percent between
F e b r u a r y a n d D e c e mb e r 1 9 8 6 . T h e r e s u l t
of these combined trends is an increased
dependence on foreign oil. The U.S. now
imports 38 percent of its oil. It is predicted that by 1995 American dependence
will reach 60 percent. "See you in line in
'89" is the new slogan being used to
describe the future energy situation.
Many energy officials are concerned that
this increased dependence will lead to an
energy crisis in the 1990's, similar to that
of the 1970's. ("U.S. Oil Shortages Seem
Unavoidable to Many Analysts", New
York Times, February 17, 1987.) In addi tion to fuel availability, the current artificially low price of oil is also a concern. We have no assurance of continued
price moderation; in fact, many predict
steep rises during the next decade.
O n a local l evel, mi llion s o f dolla r s a re
being exported out of U.S. cities and
counties to pay for energy. This exodus
o f doll ar s ha s ve r y r eal e ff ect s on local
economic vitality. City and county
leaders across the U.S. often fail to realize
that the dollars being spent on energy by

their residents, businesses, and industries
drain their local economies and would be
b e t t e r s p e n t o n p u b l i c w o r k s , c o n s u me r
g o o d s , i n d u s t r i a l s i t e d e v e l o p me n t , a n d
new plants and machinery. These are dollar expenditures that keep an economy
strong and vital. As one example of how
energy costs can affect a local economy,
energy officials in New York City found
that in 1984 industrial and commercial establishments spent $3 billion for energy.
Businesses in Ncw York City pay a mong
the highest energy costs in the nation, and
60 percent of retail and wholesale establishments consider energy costs to have a
severe impact on their operations.
Other harmful effects of high energy
c o s t s i n c l u d e t h e i n c re a s e d p u b l ic a s s i s tance costs for fuel payments by lowi n c o me p e r s o n s a n d t h e a b a n d o n me n t o f
multifamily buildings by owners who can
no longer pay high heating costs. In
Hartford, Connecticut, it is estimated that
low-income people spend as much as half
their incomes to pay for heating fuel in
cold winters. In Chicago, six hundred
multifamily building owners have been
abandoning their buildings each year be cause of high heating costs.
Some states and local governments,
however, have already begun to study the
multiplier effect of energy versus nonenergy dollars. The Nebraska Energy Office has estimated that for each dollar
spent on energy by the residential, commercial, and industrial sectors, $.80 will
leave the state; for typical consumer purchases, only $.34 leaves the state economy.
That $.66 remaining in the economy will
create a multiplier effect, being spent
a g a i n a n d a g a i n , i n c r e a s i n g t h e d e ma n d
f o r th e local econo my 's good s and s erv ices.
Once the hidden links between energy
and community/economic development

become apparent, the question becomes,
how can local government officials
develop energy programs to halt the drain
of energy dollars from their cities and
counties? Also, how can local government
officials use lowered energy costs as an
economic development tool to retain and
attract industry and commerce? One
entrepreneurial response that combines
pub li c/p riv a te re sou rce s has be e n
developed by New York City's Energy
and Telecommunications Office in concert with the local electric utility, Consolidated Edison. In a five part strategy
for business retention and expansion, this
program includes elements of utility rate
reduction, energy sales, tax credits, access
to lower-cost hydropower, and "distressed
area" discounts. This initiative is recogn i z e d a s o ne o f t he na t i o n' s l e a d i n g
e ne rg y-base d e co nom ic de ve lopme nt
programs.
To identify and support similar efforts in
other localities, the U.S. Department of
Hous i ng a nd Urba n De ve lopme nt
(USHUD) and the U.S. Department of
Energy (USDOE) provided financial assistance to Public Technology, Inc. (PT1) for
the provision of technical assistance to a
group of localities on marketing techniques and establishment of
public/private partnerships. The technical assistance was focused on ways to
support energy projects related to community and economic development which
were being conducted by the localities.
These energy projects are currently being
supported -- or could be supported -- by
the USHUD Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG), and for Urban
De ve lopme nt Ac tion G rant ( UDAG )
paybacks, or by other USHUD programs.

The enabling legislation for t -DBG was
amended in piso ipecilicallv to allow its
use to support energy p r o j e c t s t h a t
mi ti g a te

...increasing energy costs ■vilich
have seriously undermined the
quality and overall effectivene ss of lo cal co m munity and
housing development activities.
(Title 1 of the Housing and
Community Development Act
of 1974)
This project was conducted in conjunction
with the Energy Task Force of the Urban
Consortium, a group of 19 officials representing the largest cities and counties in
the U.S. The Energy Task Force has sponsored over 100 energy projects in cities
and counties over the past 15 years, ranging from energy conservation in water
treatment plants to onsite cogeneration
for office buildings. Of recent particular
interest to the Energy Task Force has
been the building of partnerships in local
jurisdictions between various actors, such
as utilities, developers, and cities, to support community ene rgy manageme nt
projects. Additionally, cities and counties
supported by the Energy cask Force have
become interested in learning how to
market their projects professionally to the
residential and commercial sectors.
The work presented in this guidebook
combines USHUD's interest in providing
technical assistance to mitigate the impact
of energy costs and consumption on community and economic development activities with the Energy Task Force's interest in supporting innovative approaches for community energy management.

•

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Energy costs and community and
economic development are closely linked
in many ways, and this fact is becoming
increasingly apparent to many urban
leaders. Energy costs and supply can have
a major impact on business and industry
in a c ity o r co u n ty , a s we ll a s o n co mmunity development and housing
rehabilitation strategies. Addition ally ,
energy costs siphon dollars out of a local
economy as residents, businesses and indu stry pay for h eating an d cooling, and
as industries pay for the operation of industrial machinery.
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To counter the effects of high energy
costs, many local government leaders are
developing programs to help the energyusing sectors in the economy find ways to
better manage their energy usage, and to
provide more reliable and cheaper forms
of energy to these same sectors. These
energy management programs are then
used as tools to help local business and
industry reduce their operating costs, and
therefore increase their profitability. The
energy management programs can also
help residents to lower their energy bills,
and therefore increase the amount of
money spent on other essentials.
This guidebook presents the experiences
of four local governments which used
energy management as an economic
development tool to retain and attract
businesses within city limits, to maintain
the viability of urban downtowns, to
lower housing costs for the residential
sector, and to increase the viability of
co m me rc ia lly red ev e lo p ed u rb a n are a s.
The four local governments participating
in this project were Hennepin County,
Minnesota; Kansas City, Missouri; New
York, New York; and San Francisco,
Califo rnia. Each o f th ese localities h ad
received a grant from the Urban Consortium Energy Task Force to conduct an
applied energy research project. Addi-

tionally, the United States Department of
Housing and Urban Development
(USHUD) transferred funds to the Energy
Task Force to supplement the grant
awarded by the latter to the four participating local governments. The
USHUD funds made it possible to provide
special technical assistance to the four
localities.
This pro ject was the secon d phase o f a
two-part project. In Phase I, which was
conducted in 1986, PTI developed a
strateg ic plan ning mod el to h elp cities
and counties identify the key activities
where energy management can be linked
to econo mic d ev elopmen t. Ph ase I also
briefly examined innovative
public/private financing sources as a possible support for community energy
projects.
Th e Ph as e II p ro je ct , d es crib e d in th is
guidebook, had as its objectives (1) to encourage public entrepreneurial activity in
community energy management, including
examining creative financing,
public/private partnerships and private
sector marketing principles for applicability to community energy
management; and (2) to further the
linkage at the local level between energy
management and community development
activities.
Several themes emerged from these two
objectives during the project. Under the
public entrepreneurial objective: partnerships with utilities, third-party financing,
oil overcharge financing; the need to
market energy efficiency to top-level officials at the local level, and the need to
design energy projects to adequately
add ress the n eed s of th e targ et mark et.
Under the second objective, the theme of
en cou raging mo re coop eration b etween
the energy management departments and
t h e c o m m u n i t y / e c o n o m i c d e v e l o p me n t

the energy and community development
departments in each local government. A
discussion was held during the workshop
on ways that the community
development/finance offices and the
energy management offices could work
together on the above described projects,
as well as on other projects. Staff from
bo th th e en ergy manag ement and co mmunity development/finance offices were
asked to continue working together after
the workshop on projects of mutual interest.

departments in local government emerged
as an area needing greater attention.
The four local governments mentioned
above which participated in the Phase II
project conducted the following projects:
Henn ep in Coun ty -- "En ergy Enh an cements in New Residential Construction"
Kansas City -- "Assessment of Downtown
Steam District Heating: Retention,
Renovation, and Ownership Options"
N e w Y o r k - - " J o i n t C i t y
Government/Utility Partnerships to
Reduce Business Energy Costs: Energy
Conservation Implementation"

Additionally at the workshop, utility conservation programs were discussed, as well
as how local governments can best work
with their utilities to develop and implement energy efficiency programs for the
commercial sector. The third-party
financing expert and USHUD representatives discussed creative methods for
financing energy management programs.

San Francisco -- "Energy Plan For Mission
Bay"
To achieve the objectives of the Phase II
project mentioned above, technical assistance was provided to the staff of the
participating localities through several
workshops on financing and marketing of
community energy management projects.
In addition, each of the localities above
received individualized technical assistance, either by visits from resource exp ert s o r th ro u g h fie l d trip s b y p ro je ct
staff to gather information applicable to
their projects. The technical assistance
was made possible by technical assistance
funds provided by USHUD.

Two additional workshops were held in
which utility representatives and financing experts presented information on
creative partnerships with utilities, thirdparty financing, USHUD funding of
energy projects, and other public/private
financing methods for energy projects.
A fourth workshop was held on marketing
energy efficiency. The workshop
addressed the concern that the participating localities expressed about the need to
effectively reach their intended markets
with energy products and services,
whether that be the residential, commercial, or industrial sectors. Marketing experts from utilities, professionals from
marketing firms, and marketing experts
from public energy programs discussed
marketing principles that could help the
participating localities better address the
needs of the intended audience for their
energy services.

Three workshops were held for the staff
of the above projects on public/private
financing, and one on marketing. In the
first workshop held on public/private
financing, the energy staff from the four
localities were requested to bring community development or finance staff
from their local governments to a
workshop which featured a utility representative, a third-party financing expert,
an d U SH U D r ep r es en tat iv e s. Th e p u r pose of including energy and community
development/finance staff in the
workshop was to establish open lines of
communication and cooperation between

In each of the above workshops, each
lo c ality d iscu s sed th e ch all en g es th ey
faced with the resource experts present at
the workshop, and discussions were held
x
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forts of the energy staff in marketing the
steam system, a buyer has been found for
the steam system. In New York City,
knowledge of marketing principles
en ab led en erg y sta ff to st art a "fo cu s"
group of business executives to determine
their interest in energy efficiency. This
information will help New York City
energy staff to design their small-tomedium sized business assistance
programs to better meet the needs of the
small business sector. Additionally, the
information obtained on the loan program
aided City staff to structure the energy
conservation loan program for the small
business sector.

to address how those challenges could be
solved.
Individualized technical assistance in the
form of field trips and on-site resource
experts was also available to the participating local governments in the Phase
II project. Energy staff in Hennepin
County visited Austin, Texas to learn
the marketing principles employed by
Austin energy staff in the Austin "Star"
marketing program for newly constructed
energy-efficient housing. Kansas City
energy staff invited several nation-wide
resource experts on district heating and
cooling to present information to steam
customers presently obtaining heating and
cooling from a downtown district heating
system. (The district heating system was
about to be abandoned by the utility Kansas City Power and Light.) In New York
City, a financing expert made an on-site
visit to review New York City's loan
p r o g r a m f o r e n e r g y r e t r o f i t s f o r s ma l l
businesses. And in San Francisco,
nation-wide resource experts presented
information on district heating and cooling to the developers and city planners
involved in the Mission Bay redevelopment project. In each of these, technical
assistance was provided to assist the participating locality to better finance or
market their energy project.

In San Francisco, the marketing information presented in the technical assistance
wo rk shop s and th e district h eating and
cooling workshop aided staff in developing a marketing plan to persuade City
Planning and developers to incorporate
energy measures into the Mission Bay
redevelopment project.
Several conclusions were reached by the
staff of the participating localities as
they conducted their energy/economic
development projects. These are
described as follows.
First, there is a need for energy professionals to look beyond the technical advantages of energy projects towards the
behavioral factors that motivate
businesses, industries, residents, and
public officials to undertake energy actions. The technical "know-how" of
energy retrofit is available; however, the
motivations for undertaking energy actions goes unexamined by energy professionals, and as a result, many energy
programs fail at achieving their desired
goals because of lack of interest by the
intended audience.

Positive results occurred in each of the
participating localities as a consequence
of the technical assistance presented both
in the group workshops and in the individualized technical assistance. In
Hennepin County, energy staff developed
a brochure for home buyers on energy efficiency which incorporated many of the
marketing principles learned from the
Austin Star program and from the
marketing experts at the technical assistance workshops. Hennepin County
en ergy staff also h eld sev eral in formational and training sessions for builders
on marketing energy efficient homes.

Second, professional marketing techniques
need to be used by energy professionals in
developing and implementing their
energy-efficiency programs. If an
energy-efficiency program is aimed at the

In Kansas City, as a result of the
workshop for steam customers and the efxi

small business market, the motivations
and decision-making process of the small
business sector must be examined and it
mu st b e d etermined ho w an energy investment will fit into that process. The
energy-efficiency program should address
the goals and motivations of the small
business sector.

development goals, but also in terms of
understanding the linkages between
energy and economic development and
cooperating to achieve common goals in
those areas.
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Finally, follow-up and program evaluation needs to be emphasized more strongly
in energy efficiency projects. There is a
n eed to en su r e th at s av in g s h av e b een
achieved that customers are happy with
the services and information received.
The energy efficiency program also needs
to be re-examined after implemented to
determine how the design and marketing
of the program could be improved.

Third, there is a need to develop top-level
political support for energy activities at
the local level. Energy programs need to
be linked to other high-priority community and economic development
programs, such as attracting and retaining
business and industry; rehabilitation of
downtown urban areas; and providing
low-cost housing to residents. Energy
professionals need to "scan the
environment" and find those city or
c o u n t y p ro g r a m s t h a t h a v e h i g h - l e v e l
political support, and determine how
energy efficiency can support those
programs.

The participants in this project believe
that cities and counties are on the brink
of an upswing in concern for energy and
how it impacts our local economies. After
many years of low interest level, mayors,
city and county managers, utilities, and
business and industry leaders are expressing interest in the interrelationship between energy use and jobs, between
energy costs and the disposable income of
residents, and between energy costs and
the health of downtown areas. So basic
is this link that it will spark unlikely
partnerships between governments, the
private sector, public interest groups and
utilities. As these groups come together,
they will create integrated programs to
better achieve energy management and
economic development goals.

Fourth, energy professionals need to be
pro-active in getting the local private sector, such as utilities, banks, and
developers to invest in energy projects
which benefit the commercial and industrial sector.
Fifth, there is a need to have stronger
communications between the
community/economic development office
and energy offices at the local level. Not
only in terms of using CDBG dollars for
energy projects related to community

xii
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THE NEED FOR EFFECTIVE MARKETING AND
FINANCING STRATEGIES
THE CHALLENGE

•

•

With the current lessening of emphasis on
energy conservation and energy management, local government energy managers
face a great challenge: to design commu n ity en erg y p ro g r a ms th at wil l ef fe ctively reduce energy consumption and
costs; that will be positively received by
the intended "market"; and that will be
creatively financed. As part of that challenge, local governments also need to identify the linkages between energy management and community and economic
development. It is necessary to understand
how energy and economic development are
interlocked in many different ways and, in
fact, how energy management can be a tool
to promote economic development. What
are the ways to create such programs? This
is the question that four local governments
sought to answer with United States
Department of Housing and Urban
Development (USHUD) technical assistance
funds in a project entitled P h a s e I I :
Mark eting and Finan cing Strateg ies fo r
Community Energy Projects. The local
gov ern ments p articipating in the p roject
were Hennepin County, Minnesota; Kansas
City, Missouri; New York, New York; and
San Francisco, California.

o

Hennepin County, Minnesota -"Energy Enhancements in New
Residential
Construction"

o

Kansas City, Missouri -"Assessment of Downtown Steam
District Heating: Retention,
Renovation, and Ownership
Options"

o

New York, New York -- "Joint
City Government/Utility Partnerships To Reduce Business Energy
Costs: Energy Conservation
Implementation"

o

San Francisco, California -"Energy Plan for Mission Bay"

USHUD-funded technical assistance aided
these four local governments to apply new
concepts and techniques to their projects.
As part of the assistance, several workshops
on marketing and public/private financing
of energy projects were held in 1987.
Marketing experts from organizations such
as the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA),
the Illinois Department of Energy, and the
City of Austin, Texas, made presentations
on marketing and assisted in developing
marketing solutions for the participating
projects. Experts in utility financing,
USHUD financing, oil overcharge funds,
and third-party financing, provided information and individual attention to the
financing needs of the energy projects.
Additionally, individualized technical assistance, including site visits by energy
resource experts to some of the individual
projects to address specific problems, was

Each of these local governments conducted
a community energy project in 1987 focusing on the energy management needs of the
commercial or the residential sector. Each
local government was also a member of the
Energy Task Force of the Urban Consortiu m, a g r o u p th a t st ro n g ly su p p o rts ap plied energy research. (For more information on the Energy Task Force, see Appendix A.) Their projects were as follows:

1

made possible by USHUD support.
This guidebook is intended to transfer
results and lessons learned to other
localities with similar problems and opportunities. It summarizes the objectives,
methodology, and results of the Phase II
project. The message of this guidebook is
aimed at local government energy and
community/economic development leaders:
those who make decisions about incorporating energy efficiency into community and
economic development strategies. The message is twofold: first, energy management
should be a key part of any community and
eco n o mi c d ev e lo p me n t str at eg y in b o th
cities and counties; and second, local
government energy decision-makers must
creatively design, market, and finance
energy projects so that they successfully
reach their intended goals. This process includes working with utilities and other
private partners to market energy projects
effectively.
This guidebook focuses heavily on the
projects of the three cities and one county
participating in the project, as well as on
the technical assistance provided them on
ma rk etin g st r ateg ie s an d p u b l ic/p riv at e
financing for energy management. The
observations and recommendations of the
participating energy managers are also included to make energy management a more
viable activity at the local level.

was presented, as well as several innovative
financing sources that could be used to
support community energy management
programs. Case studies of energy projects
conducted by the Energy Task Force members were also included, as well as summaries of the technical assistance provided
during the project.
PROJECT PURPOSE
The goal of the Phase II Marketing and
Financing project described in this
guidebook was to provide technical assistance to several local governments that are
members of the Urban Consortium Energy
Task Force. Objectives included the
following:
o

t o e n c o u r a g e p u b l i c
entrepreneurial activity in commu n ity energy man ag emen t, including applying private sector
marketing principles to energy
management activities;

o

to identify creative ways to support energy management projects
financially;

o

to transfer the lessons learned and
experiences of the cities and
counties participating in this
project to other Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG)
localities by presenting this report
at appropriate seminars,
workshops, and in publications
sponsored by the National League
of Cities, the International City
Management Association and PTI.

OVERVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK
This guidebook is part of a two-phase
project supported by the U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development
(USHUD), and conducted in 1986 and 1987.
In Phase I, Public Technology, Inc. (PTI),
developed a strategic planning process that
local government officials could use to link
energy management to key economic and
community development programs. The
strategic planning process was developed in
conjunction with several cities and counties
which were members of the Energy Task
Force of the Urban Consortium. In a
guidebook entitled The Hidden Link:
Energy and Economic Development. Phase

•

One strategy to achieve those objectives
was to examine the consumer investment
decision-making process for energy investments and to determine the most appropriate marketing measures to influence
that process. A second strategy was to
identify measures to foster public/private
investment in community energy management, with a special emphasis on exploring
o p p o rtu n iti es fo r lev e rag in g th e CD B G,

I: A Strategic Planning Process, this process
2

•

•

•

Urban Development Action Grant (UDAG)
paybacks and other USHUD funds.

during the workshops, with particular
focus on the marketing aspects of energy
conservation measures. A full description
of each of the projects, including the challenges they faced, the strategies they used
to overcome their challenges, and how they
used the technical assistance offered
through the USHUD Phase II project, is inclu ded in Ch apter 3 . Ch ap ter 4 co ntain s
the analysis and observations of the participating local governments concerning
energy conservation at the local level. It
describes problems, successes, and recommendations for other cities and counties in
conducting energy conservation projects.
The Appendices contain a description of
the Energy Task Force, detailed descriptions of the several workshops held during
this project, and descriptions of the technical assistance received by each project.

ORGANIZATION OF THE GUIDEBOOK

This guidebook is organized to present an
overall picture of the energy problems and
obstacles faced by several local government
energy staffs in conducting energy projects
in their localities and of the technical assistance provided them with the support of
USHUD to address those problems and
obstacles. It is also designed to offer advice and guidance to others undertaking
similar projects.
Chapter 2 contains a brief overview of the
technical assistance needs of the four
localities participating in the project and a
description of the information presented

•
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CHAPTER 2
PUBLIC/PRIVATE MARKETING
AND FINANCING STRATEGIES
INTRODUCTION

needs centered around marketing and

Developing a marketing plan and identifying financing sources are two of the most
difficult tasks in creating a successful
energy project. Identifying and designing
an energy program to meet the needs of a
particular "market," whether it be small
business owner, single-family home buyers,
or district heating customers, means careful
focus on the decision-making process for
energy "investments" by those sectors.
Careful review of the successful and notso -successful co mme rcial o r resid en tial
energy programs to identify the right
marketing technique is a must in designing
a new program.

fin an cing th eir pro jects. The n eed s th at
they identified follow.
Technical Assistance Needs in Marketing
Techniques

o

Giving information on marketing
energy efficiency to new home
buyers to enable them to choose a
more energy-efficient home wisely;

Additionally, developing financial or other
private sector support for energy projects is
equally difficult. Identifying sources of
financial support for an energy project can
be very challenging, especially with (1)
changes in the tax laws that now reduce or
eliminate tax benefits for third-party investment in energy conservation; (2) comparatively low fuel prices; and (3) reduced
interest by public officials with the end of
the energy "crisis" period. In addition,
energy projects based on "paybacks" may
find it difficult to be self-supporting in
areas where energy prices (such as natural
gas) are at relatively low levels or are
decreasing.
TE C H NI CA L A SS I ST A N CE NEE D S OF
THE PARTICIPATING LOCAL
GOVERNMENT ENERGY PROJECTS

•

Finding cost-effective methods of
persuading builders and contractors to incorporate energy efficiency into their construction
programs to lower housing costs
for new home buyers;

The four local governments participating
in the Phase H project -- Hennepin County,
Kansas City, New York City, and San
Francisco -- all had technical assistance
5

o

Marketing district heating to
public officials and potential district heating customers to permit
energy efficiency in buildings
where heating costs can be
aggregated;

o

Identifying the factors that will
motivate a small to medium-sized
business to make an energy investment, thereby lowering business energy costs and preventing
the flight of commerce and industry from a locality;

o

Distributing information on
market penetration of energy conservation programs in the commercial sector to help lower energy
costs for small businesses in urban
areas, thereby retaining them
within a locality;

o

Determining how to market energy

•

conservation measures to city and

CHAPTER 1
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•

county leaders and developers so

state government offices provided a wide
range of information.

that the former can adopt policies to
stem the flow of energy dollars
from their localities.
Technical Assistance
Public/Private Financing

Needs

This chapter presents much of the technical
assistance provided at those workshops, as
well as additional background material
provided during the project. The marketing information obtained during the
project is heavily emphasized, since much
background information on financing
measures was discussed in the Phase I
guidebook.

in

o

Identifying public/private support
of residential energy efficiency
programs to lower energy costs for
low-and moderate-income persons
and to reduce building
abandonment;

o

Identifying public/private financ-

MARKETING ENERGY MANAGEMENT

ing and support for the renovation
of older district heating systems to
provide a long-term, steady supply
of low-cost energy to downtown
businesses;
o

Energy planners realize that the most carefully designed and financed energy
program will be a failure if the intended
audience, or "market," does not participate
in it. Many energy projects, although technically well-designed, have failed to gain
customer acceptance because they are not
perceived as meeting the needs of the
"customer." Project designers have assumed
that the customer makes investment or purc h a s e d e c i s i o n s o n a r a t i o n a l e c o n o mi c
basis -- from an analysis of quantifiable
costs and paybacks. While this is true in
many cases, an investment decision normally also includes a variety of less
analytical criteria, such as attitudes, feelings, needs, desires, and goals. A program
that is not based on the knowledge of how
the intended "customer" makes investment
decisions, what preferences and attitudes
are, will have difficulty in achieving its
goals.

Obtaining financial support for a

feasibility study of district heating
to determine how district heating
could provide heating and cooling
needs to a low-and moderate-income
housing and commercial redevelopment project;

o

Determining how to structure
financial support and technical assistance for energy improvements

for small to medium-sized commercial and industrial firms in older
urban areas;
o

o

•

Determining how USHUD funding.
including CDBG, could be used to
support energy projects that support
housing and community development goals in USHUD;

Participants in the project decided that it
was necessary to learn ho w to reach and
mo tiv ate th eir intended mark ets, wheth er
in the commercial, residential, or industrial
sectors. That meant examining the energy
in v e st me n t d eci sio n - ma k in g p r o ce s s (o r
purchasing behavior) of those three sectors;
determining where and how to intervene in
the investment decision-making process;
and incorporating that knowledge into the
d esig n o f indiv idu al en ergy p rojects. To
learn more about marketing to the energy
consuming market, a workshop on market-

Determining what the utility interests and incentives are for participation in an energy conservation
program for small businesses.

To meet these technical assistance needs,
several workshops were held during 1987
for the four participating local governme n t s. En erg y ma rk etin g an d fin an cin g
experts from utilities, other cities, private
development offices, USHUD offices, and
7
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CHAPTER 1
ing principles was held for project participants in the summer of 1987. Experts
fro m u til it y p ro g ra ms an d ci ty an d s ta te
energy programs discussed marketing principles and techniques. The following section presents highlights of the technical assistance provided at the workshops. It includes a discussion of basic marketing
principles and an outline of the consumer
investment decision-making process for the
commercial and industrial sectors. Marketing techniques will be presented, as well as
examples of how these techniques have
been applied in programs around the
country.
BASIC MARKETING PRINCIPLES

Gen eral marketin g principles that sho uld
be applied to energy projects in the commercial, industrial, or residential sectors
include:

•

o

Know Your Product. Treat your
program as a "product" that you
must sell. Be able to define it in
simple, concrete terms to your target
group.

o

Know Your Target Group. Know
and understand the characteristics,
wants, and needs of the target
client.

o

Position Your Product. Understand
the factors that will influence a customer purchase and associate your
product with these factors. Fuse the
product and marketing strategy to
customer needs.

o

Segment the Market. The market is
usually diverse -- identify the target
most likely to respond to your
program's incentive.

o

Use Test Marketing. Before launching the project, use a small test
group to determine the reaction of
the intended target. This procedure
will allow you to restructure the
program if problems are found.

o

Kn o w Ho w D ec is io n s Ar e M ad e.
Know which person at what level
makes the investment decision for
energy investments. Marketing
should be targeted specifically to
the right levels.

o

Focus on Your Strengths and Your
AlCompetitor's Weaknesses.
though energy managers don't
normally think of energy conservation as having "competitors,"
energy investments compete with
every other purchase a consumer
will make. A basic marketing
principle encourages the consumer
to see the weaknesses of the competing purchase, and this strategy
applies to energy also.

The following sections present several of
these principles, including "Positioning,"
"Segmenting the Market," and "Test Marketing," as they apply both to the commercial
and the residential sectors. The energy investment decision-making process for both
sectors will be outlined, as well as
strategies for influencing the process in
both sectors.
Positioning and Knowine How Decisions
Are Made in the Commercial Sector

In positioning, understanding the factors
influencing the energy purchasing decision
is crucial. This knowledge requires an
analysis of the consumer investment
decision-making process for energy purchases. It is incorrect to assume that the
consumer -- the small business owner or the
residential homeowner -- will make purch a sin g d e ci sio n s b a sed o n th e ratio n al
economic model of future savings based on
an energy purchase today. Life-cycle costs
of an energy-efficient investment are often
difficult to understand, and purchasing
decisions are rarely based on this model
alone. Programs designed on the rational
economic model, without examining other
business goals and human motivations for
purchasing items, will have difficulty in
achieving success.
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How are decisions made in the commercial
sector for energy investments? What are
the factors that influence that process? In
other words, what are the elements in the
consumer investment decision-making
process for the commercial sector, and what
are the techniques that influence those
elements? The following is a list of those
elements that must be considered in the
commercial investment decision-making
process.

businesses. However, for a small business
person who owns the building his or her
business is located in (and who pay s all
utility bills), a five- to seven-year payback
may also be realistic. Also, an organization
may gain a favorable public image as a
company that uses the world's resources
wisely and conserves locally. This factor
can be another marketing technique to use
in p ro mo ting en ergy retrofits with co mpanies.

Strategies To Address The Decision-Making
Process

Lo cal g overn ment en ergy p lann ers mu st
develop appropriate strategies to address
these elements of the decision-making
process when designing an energy program
for the commercial sector. An energy service or conservation program will need to
match an organization's goals, financial
requirements, and technical considerations
before being used by a commercial sector
customer. Energy program designers need
to think carefully when designing an
energy program to consider a business's
energy investment decision-making process.
A description of potential strategies that
energy managers may use follows.

O r g a n i z a t i o n a l S t r u c t u r e . Obtaining
knowledge about the hierarchy in an org an i za tio n will h elp an en erg y man ag e r
direct marketing to the correct people.
The financial and maintenance managers
are key personal contacts. Energy managers
should address the "splintering" of responsibility for energy use by creating a team
a p p r o a c h t o e n e r g y - - a
finance/maintenance team -- within the organization. Managers should be sure that
the finance/maintenance team sees the
results of their efforts -- the energy savings
that accrue to the company. Two other
strategies include encouraging a "product
champion" within the corporation and emphasizing peer endorsement of the energy
efficiency measures.

Corporate Goals. Marketing techniques
shou ld d emo n strate the corpo rate adv antages of energy efficiency measures. When
designing strategies, it is important to
recognize that energy investments must
support corporate goals of increasing
market share and sales revenue. One
strategy is to focus on how energy retrofits
can lower per unit costs of production in
p art icu la r in d u st ri es. Co mp an i es sh o u ld
strive to use the least amount of energy in
producing a product or service. Energy
retrofits can also increase the profitability
of firms by lowering a "variable" operating
cost: the utility bill or the energy used in
the manufacturing processes. Funds not
used to pay energy bills may be used for
expansion and for getting an edge on the
co mp etition. A two-y ear p ay back p erio d
based on energy savings is very attractive
and is strongly recommended for small

Financial
Financial
Considerations.
packages and incentives must be carefully
designed to meet the needs of various segments of the commercial market. Differentiation to meet th e th reshold s o f v ario us
companies will be needed. As mentioned
previously, the two-year payback is a rule
of thumb for most small companies -paybacks taking longer will seem to create
a negative cash-flow problem. A key technique to meeting the financial concerns of
different sized companies is to offer many
options of financial incentives to pay for
the energy measures. The purchaser should
have a wide range of financing plans to
choose from. Financial assistance (loans) at
below-market rates or rebates could be offered. Including a "free" service, such as
offering the initial survey at no cost or at a
low cost, is another incentive for those
concerned about upfront costs.
9
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Elements in the Energy Investment Decision-Making Process:
The Comtnerciat Sector
Corporate Goals
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

increase profits
maintain and expand market share
increase sales/revenue
r e d u c e cost of manufacturing goods sold (Per-unit costs)
increase productivity
maintain positive cash flow
create a positive, community-minded social image

Organizational Structure
o

o
o
o

the structure of the decision-making process, including
responsibility for purchasing
responsibility for energy use and accountability for energy costs
(usually fragmented)
identification of key decision-makers
group dynamics of, organization

Financial Considerations
o
o
o
o

upfront capital costs
return on investment
operating and maintenance costs
immediate, positive cash flow (for small business owner)

Technological Considerations
o product reliability
o ease of understanding and use of energy management technology
o certainty of payback -- and assurance that device will actually
save energy
o adaptability to buildings and climate
Operational Considerations
o disruption of normal business operations
o employee/client discomfort
o aesthetics of energy technologies (particularly lighting)

•

•

Key questions that should be asked by an
energy program designer include these:
o
o
o
o

What does the buyer (of the energy
service) value?
How does the energy service or conservation measure influence
those values?
What are the buyer's purchase
criteria?
What options will provide the most
value for the least cost?

A critical
Technological Considerations.
concern of decision-makers on energy
measures is "Do they work?" Do the
measures really achieve the savings that are
proposed by the energy vendor/manager?
Two means of proving reliability and effectiveness include (1) evaluation studies
that have proven that previous similar
energy retrofits have achieved their goals;
and (2) for paybacks and other analyses,
proof that the retrofits will be costeffective. The key is to reduce uncertainty
abou t th e en ergy retro fits and th e risk s
that the decision-maker is taking: stressing
the high-quality past performance of the
energy retrofit is essential.
Education, training, and information about
th e en erg y retro fit s i n th e mar k et p l ac e
must be developed in clear, easy-tounderstand manuals. Energy "contact"
people must establish good working relations with the commercial customer and be
able to help solve problems, offer advice
and solutions, and recommend appropriate
energy management solutions. Follow-up
maintenance and availability of technical
as si st an ce ar e e s sen t i al. On e wa y o f in creasing the legitimacy of the energy
retrofit is to have energy management solutions be included as part of routine service
calls by other trusted heating and cooling
businesses.
Operational Considerations. It is essential
to assure the commercial client that energy
retrofits will avoid disruption to normal
business activity. Increased comfort for
employees and clients must be stressed, as
well as the increased aesthetics of new
10

technologies, particularly for the retail ind u s t r y . T e s t i mo n i a l s f r o m p e e r s c a n b e
very helpful in assuring the new commercial customer that the energy retrofit will
be cost-effective and nondisruptive.
Segmenting the Commercial Market
The commercial market is diverse, including manufacturers, general merchandisers,
food stores, auto dealers, apparel stores,
restaurants, and hotels. To attract or retain
the co mme rcial market, differen t in centives and strategies must be applied to different market segments. Thus, in designing
an energy program the commercial market
must be segmented. Some of the ways to
segment it include the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

type of business (wholesale, retail,
food, etc.)
major end uses of energy
number of customers
type of building
type of ownership
building size and design
process of making energy and
equipment decisions
owner-occupied or tenant-occupied
building

Local government energy planners need to
identify which segment (or segments) of
the commercial market they want their
program to address. Selecting a particular
type of business -- for example, manufacturers of electrical components for computers, which use energy for lighting, heating, ventilation and air conditioning
(HVAC), and motors -- will allow specific
incentives and marketing techniques to be
developed based on the characteristics of
that market. Tailoring a program to a particular segment will greatly increase the
ch an ces that th e prog ram will b e imp lemented.
Once the commercial segment is chosen and
the program designed, the appropriate
marketing strategy needs to be developed.
Generic marketing strategies include these:
o

advertising and education (direct

•

o
o

mail, brochures, radio, television,
newspapers)
d ire ct co n t ac t ( wo rk s h o p s, en e r g y
audits, direct installations)
financial incentives (low-interest
loans, grants, rebates, third-party or
shared savings)

Each of the above must be appropriately
designed for the chosen market segment.
As an example, the marketing technique of
choice for the owner-occupied retail building may be direct contact with a range of
financial options, such as low-cost loans or
third-party financing. For the tenantoccupied building, a direct contact to the
owner with a strong package of financial
incentives would be appropriate. The
tenant will need to be reassured about
client comfort and illumination of goods if
energy measures are installed.
Test Marketing

•

A simple but rarely employed marketing
technique in the energy management field
is the use of test marketing or pilot
programs to test the reaction of the target
group before launching an energy program.
Several utilities are beginning to explore
this marketing technique. Two techniques
to test market a conservation measure are
phone or written surveys, and individual
on-site discussions. A third technique is
the use of the "focus" group which is
usually composed of 8 to 12 individuals
who h av e at least one b ut often sev eral
similar personal characteristics. In a small
group setting, each individual is allowed
the time and freedom to express opinions
openly so that detailed consumer opinions
can be received. Information from focus
groups can help the energy program designer understand the needs of the target
group in depth. Focus groups can help
energy program designers to segment the
market further, if need be.
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Key Points in Working with
the Business Sector

•

-When designing an energy audit program,
remember that the "product" is the presentation
of the results and actions from an audit, not
the audit itself; the presentation should
include an effective and memorable package
that solves a specific, individual business
problem.
-Cash flow is the most significant item for a
small business. (For large businesses,
emphasize total investment return.)

-Small businesses generally have a strong antiutility bias and a similar but
weaker bias against government.

Positioning in the Residential Sector

In the past, many residential conservation
programs were designed and marketed
based on the premise that the residential
consumer was a rational economic decisionmaker. These programs, which of ten
recommended weather-stripping and caulking as a means of saving money, presented
the benefits of purchasing an energy
measure that, in the long run, would "pay
back" the home owner with savings on the
utility bill. Researchers and utilities are
now delving more deeply into the motivations of the home owner and are finding
(through market research) that these assumptions are not confirmed by reality.
Programs based on these assumptions,

•

Elements in the Energy Investment Decision-Making
Process: The Residential Sector

•

Residential Goals
x
x
x
x
x

home appearance and image in the neighborhood
increased comfort
convenience – no hassles
ability to control lives versus control by utility company
home security

Technological Concerns
x
x

convenient, simple to understand and operate
technically accurate, predicted savings

Financial Concerns
increased value of home,, especially for resale reduced
losses
immediate payback

therefore, have had difficulty in penetrating
the residential sector. The concept of the
"rational investor" is not a good basis for an
energy program. The Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) and other organizations,
such as the Illinois Department of Natural
Resources have been examining what actually
does motivate a home owner. T h e s e
researchers
are
now
looking
at
homeowners in the residential sector as
"customers" and are trying to determine
what their needs and perceptions are, as
well as what benefits they see from participating in various energy programs.
With this information, programs can be
designed to better meet the "customer's
needs". A first step in determining what the
needs of the customer are is to develop a
framework of the decision-making
process for the residential sector. (Above.)

market an improvement as a means of
raising the quality of the home. The actu al
energy conserv ation measu re, or "ECM,"
such as energy- efficient windows, should be
marketed as of the "highest quality
available." A recent Nebraska study found
that the residential sector can be reached
through a home improvement approach:
marketing focused on home improvements saving
money rather than conserving energy were
more effective. The consumers in the study
did not see a need for energy savings and
instead saw the energy conservation measure as
a home improvement that saved money.
Technological Concerns. In promoting and
marketing ECM's, the simplicity of the
ECM must be emphasized. It must be explained clearly in marketing materials -the
technical staff developing the marketing
materials must test market them on individuals
who completely lack information a b o u t
e n e r g y c o n s e r v a t i o n m e a s u r e s . People
are overwhelmed with material on an
everyday basis and a decision to read
material is made in the first 5 seconds after
exposure. Large type, simple words, short
phrases, pictures and white space will help
get the attention of the home owner.

Suggested marketing strategies and techniques to address the elements of the
decision-making process in the residential
sector follow.
Residential Goals. In designing an energy
conservation program for the residential
sector, there are several ways to address the
goals of that sector. One is to stress the
higher level of comfort that will result
fro m th e imp rov emen t; a second is to
12
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Financial Concerns. A driving force in
home ownership is a focus on increasing
the resale value of the home. The ECM
must be marketed to demonstrate that it
will in fact increase resale value. Marketing
the ECM as a "home improvement," will help
to achieve that financial goal. Other
techniques include mixing options of services
and financial arrangements. Researchers
have found that having to obtain a loan for
energy improvements is a barrier to
conservation: the savings often cannot be
guaranteed to "pay back" the loan. Offering
several options, including rebates, shared
savings, and low-cost loans with a mix of
services, will provide the home owner
with a greater selection.
Segmenting the Residential Market
Segmentation is essential to designing and
targeting energy programs to those most
likely to be responsive and to benefit from
them. Segmentation may be based on
demographics, such as age and income; lifestyle classifications; housing stock;
attitudes; or past behavior. The program
design and marketing may be tailored to fit
each segment. Discussion of age and income demographics and life-style classifications follow.
Demographics. For the elderly, focusing on
how the ECM provides security, (such as a
steel storm door) is important. Savings to
be derived over a long period of time are
less important. Older people are reluctant
to use their savings for measures that do
not provide other benefits. Elements that
will make a program successful include
these:

o

•

o
o

door-to-door canvassing with free
installation
elderly volunteers who visit elderly
households and offer information
and counseling
Verification of eligibility through
existing community/peer groups

o

For low-income people, the measures should
be simple, with little or no cost. If there is a
cost, the energy payback should be immediate, as long-term energy savings are
not key incentives. Anti-utility and antigovernment biases are strong in this group,
so appealing to the ability to take control
of the utility bill away from the utility
company is a good tactic. Working through
neighborhood groups and peers is more effective than educational programs.
For the middle-income sector, an approach
that stresses good results is effective. This
group will take and revise actions based on
initial results. For these individuals, the
energy conservation measure is a commodity or product. Mixes and options
work well and the program may be tailored
to meet individual needs. A program must
be offered to this group by a highl y
credible organization, and control over the
utility bill is also important.
For the upper-income sector, energy
program designers may use approaches that
appeal to the conservation ethos or national
security. Saving money is not a likely behavior incentive.
Life-Style Classifications. Professional
marketing firms have divided the general
population into many different subgroups,
including categories such as belongers,
achievers, hedonists, etc. Information is
personalized to these groups. The National
Analysts Division of Booz-Allen and
Hamilton and the Electric Power Research
Institute have developed classifications of
the residential sector based on energy conservation behavior patterns of concern
with particular needs and benefits. They
have divided the population according to
the following interests and needs:
o
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Rebate programs that offer highly
visible, easily understood measures
with short paybacks.

concern with appearance

•

Example of an Energy Progrant for the Residential
Sector

•

The Austin, Texas 'Energy Star' program, designed by the
City of Austin's Resource Management Department, is a
program that rates the energy efficiency of new-homes for the
Austin climate. Points are assigned according to the thermal
envelope, mechanical systems, and water heating. One point is
assigned for every 100 British Thermal Unit (BTU) saved per
square foot per year. A builder must have 100 points to receive
a star. More stars are given for a greater number of energy
efficiency points. The program was started in 1985 and 32
builders are participating. The program had two requirements:
simplicity and technical accuracy. The star system simplified
the rating process for lenders and home buyers. The technical
aspects of this program were given great thought and care.
Builders had to be educated about energy efficiency measures
appropriate to the climate. The marketing aspects were given
just as much attention, and gaining the support of builders,
realtors, and lenders was essential. Special information was
developed for each target group: different approaches, such as
brochures, handbooks, and audiovisual aids were developed for
each group. Some brochures stressed comfort, some emphasized
low-cost loans, others stressed energy efficiency. Each was
targeted to a particular segment of the population.
A key marketing tactic was to gain quick acceptance with
builders and to increase interest among lenders and
realtors. The approach with builders was to assist them in
selling hoMes
rather than educating people about energy conservation. For
the buyer, the program was tied into the excitement of buying a
new house. The "star" gave legitimacy to the concept of
energy efficiency for the buyer. Logos were place on energyefficient homes. Builders like this rating system and many
have voluntarily joined the program. Approximately 1,500
homes have been rated since 1985.
The program seems to work best in a supply-short market
because when the market is expanding it is more difficult to
get the builders' attention. Other problems include getting
information from the builders to the sales force, working with
lending institutions, and evaluating savings,
Some future efforts include developing a rebate program, giving
incentives to builders to install energy-efficient appliances, and
requiring certain weatherization standards for new homes. The
Resource. Management Department is also beginning a large
market research effort including telemarketing and focus groups.
14
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o
o
o
o
o
o

avoidance of hassle
concern with safety
resistance to electric company controls
comfort, convenience, and control
high-tech orientation
cautious economizer

They believe that the design and promotion
of conservation programs should be focused
on the needs and benefits of the above
classifications.
It may be difficult to conduct sophisticated
segmentation of this type, but energy
managers should try to be aware of "target"
groups and develop programs specifically
to match the attitudes and meet the needs
of the particular groups they want to adopt
conservation measures.

PUBLIC/PRIVATE SUPPORT AND
FINANCING FOR COMMUNITY ENERGY
MANAGEMENT

Cities and counties today are developing
creative partnerships with developers,
utilities, financiers, state governments, and
foundations (among others) to support
community energy management projects.
These creative partnerships have included
joint city/utility partnerships to offer
energy conservation programs to businesses;
partnerships with architects and engineers
to in co rp o rat e en erg y -effi ci en t fe atu re s
into n ew d ev elop men t; and p artn ership s
with foundations to offer weatherization
assistance to low-income people.
In Phase I of the Hidden Link: Energy and
Economic Development, several of these
innovative public/private financing
measures were examined for their applicability to energy projects, including:
venture capital, pension funds, bankaffiliated community development corporations, Community Development Block
Grants (CDBG), Urban Development Action Grant (UDAG) paybacks, utility subsidies, and corporate social investment
funds. A description of financing
measures, an examination of the potential
15

for energy projects, and information on acce s sin g w a s in clu d ed fo r ea ch fin an ci al
source. In Phase II of this project, PTI expanded the investigation of several of those
sources to determine how they could meet
the technical assistance needs of the four
local governments participating in Phase II.
The public/private measures examined for
applicability to the energy projects in
Phase II included the following:
o
o
o
o
o

CDBG and UDAG paybacks
Section 108 loan guarantees
utility measures
third-party financing
oil overcharge funds

Several financing experts from USHUD,
and utilities such as Potomac Electric
Power Company (PEPCO) in Washington,
DC, and Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E)
in California, and independent financial
consultants presented information on these
topics to the participating local jurisdictions during several workshops. The information presented by each speaker is included in detail in Appendix B.
Summaries of information presented during
the workshops and additional background
information gathered during the project
follow.
Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG)
Potentially, great opportunity exists for the
use of CDBG funds for community energy
projects that address the goals of the CDBG
program: primarily (1) creating viable
living conditions for low-and-moderate income persons, and (2) promoting economic
development in disadvantaged urban areas.
Appropriate uses of the CDBG for energy
include energy generation and distribution,
building energy retrofit, and preparation
of energy strategies. In addition, it is imperative that those involved with CDBG
and UDAG funded activities consider
en ergy imp lication s o f their pro jects to
assure that energy costs will not jeopardize

•

material is made in the first 5 seconds after verification of eligibility through

exposure. Large type, simple words, short existing community/peer groups
quire or rehabilitate real property or to acthe projects, and energy efficiency is maxphrases,
pictures,
and whiteSt.
space
will requires
help rebate programs
that offer
highly clearance or site
quire related
relocation
imized.
For example,
Louis
get that
the attention
of
the
home
owner.visible,
easily
understood
measures
improvements. These funds could be used
po tential fo r en ergy retro fit be exfor a energy retrofit and, as with CDBG
a m i nwith
e d wshort
h e n paybacks
CDBG or HUD Rental
Rehab Program (CRRP) funds are being
utilized. To access CDBG funds, energy
managers should be involved early in the
distribution process by which funds are
distributed by the city or county and
should interact with Community Development staff and others who originally
proposed CDBG funding. Energy managers
must demonstrate how energy projects support economic development goals, as for instance, how the district heating system in
downtown Nashville, Tennessee, has
provided a stabilizing force in the retention and attraction of downtown
businesses.

UDAG Pavbacks
There is a significant potential for UDAG
paybacks to support energy projects.
UDAG itself has been considerably curtailed, reducing potential for direct support
of energy projects. UDAG paybacks (the
money that accumulates as a result of
paying back to the city the original UDAG
loan) are however, a viable source of funding and may be used by the city for CDBGeligib le activities. UDAG p ay back s are
accessible to cities which can use the funds
for any CDBG-eligible activity. This
provides a wide latitude of activities. As
with C DB G, u sin g UD A G p ay b ack s fo r
en e rg y p ro je ct s wil l tak e in iti a tiv e an d
creativity on the part of an energy
manager since, traditionally, they are being
used strictly for economic development
purposes. They must demonstrate a strong,
clear relationship between energy management and economic development to obtain
the use of UDAG paybacks.

Section 108 Loan Guarantees
These guarantees provide front-end financing for large-scale physical development
projects. They are loans with a 7.25 percent interest rate and six-year payback
period, and their activities must mirror the
use of CDBG funds. Funds are used to ac-
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potential for projects, energy improvements
should be considered when using Section
108 loan guarantees.
Utility Measures

Utilities generally focus on rebate
programs, particularly for items that have
a quick payback, such as lighting programs
for commercial buildings. Northeast
Utilities, Boston Edison, Danvers Municipal
Electric, and Seattle Light are some of the
utilities offering lighting rebate programs
for commercial customers. Both PEPCO
and PG & E sponsor several conservation
programs for small businesses. PEPCO's
incentives for conservation programs include leveling demand and decreasing the
long-term need for additional generating
capacity. Another incentive for PEPCO to
p articip ate in co nserv ation p rog rams is
being known as a good, community-minded
corporate citizen. Utilities are interested
in the economic health of the commercial
and industrial sectors and will take action
to foster a healthy economic climate. PG &
E is also con cern ed abou t b eing a g ood
citizen and serving the community. Local
governments should try to tap these
motivations when approaching a utility for
financing assistance.

•

Third-Party Financing

Changes in tax laws, have greatly altered
the ability to finance large energy projects.
The changes eliminate fast depreciation,
energy credits, tax shelters, and a quick
return on investment. Additional costs
need to be built in by the private third
party to compensate for decreased returns
caused by such changes. Private investors
in large, third-party projects will look
much more closely before investing in large
projects. More emphasis should be placed
on private contractor service arrangements,
use of third-party credit enhancement, and
direct linkage of public/private financing
to economic development. In any case,
16
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third-party financing, which is based on a
secure payback, is not appropriate for
non-collateralized projects such as insulation, lighting retrofits, and energy
management. Also, it is difficult to get
third-party financing for projects under
$500,000, which many energy projects are.
Oil Overcharee Funds
State governments currently have approximately $2.1 billion to use for energy
con servation in fiv e sp ecific areas, mo st
focusing on low-income weatherization
and energy assistance programs. Many
states have completed the planning process
for the use of these funds, and several have
allocated large percentages of their Exxon
funds to low-income weatherization and

•
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home energy assistance programs. Kansas
strip per well ov ercharge fund s are also
being allocated to state governments. Many
states have not decided how to use these
funds: some are reviving old energy committees or are soliciting proposals from the
public. The key point to remember in the
distribution of these funds is that it is a
very political process at the state level, and
cities and coun ties shou ld learn ho w to
lobby state legislatures for these funds. A
state energy office can spend several
months developing a plan for the rational
distribution of these funds and have it
dismissed in a state legislative committee
when it comes time to vote on the use of
energy funds. Cities should develop a plan
that has the community leaders behind it to
get their share of the oil overcharge and
stripper well funds.

•

•

•

material is made in the first 5 seconds after verification of eligibility through

exposure. Large type, simple words, short existing community/peer groups
phrases, pictures, and white space will help rebate programs that offer highly
get the attention of the home owner.visible, easily understood measures
with short paybacks
Example of an Energy Program for the Commercial Sector

The following is an example of a comprehensive energy program
for the commercial sector.
Tennessee Valley Authority
The TVA emphasizes four commercial/industrial programs:
x
x
x
x

conservation and management
new construction
renewable and alternate sources
financial assistance

A free energy management survey is available to all commercial and
industrial consumers whose facilities can be quickly evaluated. The
energy management specialists concentrate on operation and
maintenance procedures and quick opportunities for improving
electrical energy efficiency. For larger facilities with more complex
electrical energy-using systems, requiring additional time to survey,
energy management audits are offered free of charge if the
customer implements 70 percent of the recommendations,
(Recommendations for energy management opportunities are then
ranked in order by simple payback.) Some of the energy
management opportunities may require capital investment. TVA
has a financing plan designed to meet this need; qualifying
commercial and industrial consumers may borrow from $1,000 to
$100,000 to finance improvements that will save electrical energy.
Financing is available at an interest rate reflecting TVA's cost of
borrowing money, a rate regularly lower than other available funds,
The TVA usually targets two individuals in the organization's
hierarchy: the financial manager and the maintenance manager.
TVA has found that 40 to 55 percent of measures recommended have
been implemented. Follow-up audits are made to check on
implementation. Measures with paybacks of two years or less are
often promoted. The three marketing techniques that TVA uses are
education and training, technical assistance and financial
assistance.
TVA has found that surveys and audits alone do not work:
companies must be supplied with vendor and suppliers. Word of mouth
and brochures are the main avenue of getting the word out about
their program.
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CHAPTER 3

CASE STUDIES

INTRODUCTION
The four local governments participating
in the USHUD Phase II project -- Hennepin
County, Kansas City, New York City, and
San Francisco -- were tackling community
energy projects that required creative solutions to difficult challenges. All had
received financial support from the Urban
Consortium Energy Task Force to implement their projects. And, as part of the
USHUD Phase II Marketing and Financing
project, they had received technical assistance targeted to the challenges each faced.
Chapter 2 described much of the technical
assistance that was provided to them; the
Appendices also contain descriptions of the
technical assistance.

fers from expectations. Although building
codes specify energy-efficient materials for
new construction, the codes do not cover
occupant behavior and how it affects the
achiev emen t of en ergy efficiency go als.
Hennepin County staff discovered that
energy efficiency can only be accomplished
through the integration of the building's
envelope, its mechanical systems, and
occupants' behavior: that is, using the
house as a "system" concept. In 1987, as its
goal in "Energy Enhancements in New
Residential Construction," Henn epin County
staff n eeded to d etermine how to increase
the energy efficiency of new construction in
affordable
marketra te
re sid en ti al
co n s tru ctio n . Th i s g o al would increase the
affordability of housing a n d e n a b l e m o r e
p e o p l e t o q u a l i f y f o r loans. Hennepin
wanted
to
determine
the
best
interdependent systems approach, including
the envelope, mechanics, and occupants
behavior to create the most energy- efficient
new homes. Hennepin staff also wanted
to determine the best means of influencing
the behavior of builders, contractors, home
owners, and lenders to incorporate energy
efficiency into their programs. As an
adjunct,
Hennepin
needed
the
best
information possible from other cities and
utilities around the c o u n t r y o n h o w t o
m a r k e t a n d s u p p o r t energy efficient
homes
effectively.Working
with
five
builders, energy staff at H e n n e p i n C o u n t y
developed
a
training
program for
construction firms on the concept of the
house as a system. A workshop, as well as
specific on-site technical assist a n c e t o
b u i l d e r s , w a s c o n d u c t e d . T h e workshop
focused on the house as a system composed
of envelope, mechanical systems, an d
o ccup an ts; effects o n that sy stem o f

This ch ap ter will p resent th e challeng es
that each project faced, the development of
strategies to address these challenges, and
their recommendations to other local
governments.
HENNEPIN COUNTY,
MINNESOTA
"ENERGY ENHANCEMENTS IN NEW
RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION"
Protect Description
For two y ears, en ergy staff at Henn ep in
County worked with builders of new,
single-family homes to incorporate energyefficient construction practices into new
residential construction. In 1986, they
worked with local builders to develop a
d emon stration p roject of high er en ergyefficient construction. They discovered
that the State of Minnesota has stringent
energy codes, but the spirit and intent of
the code is not always carried out. Builder
and subcontractor performance often dif19
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energy-efficient design and construction;
and marketing techniques and approaches
for selling energy-efficient homes. As a
follow-up to the workshop, on-site technical assistance on airtight construction was
provided to builders. Plans for monitoring
new homes built by those builders for airtightness in the upcoming year have been
made.

Sev er al fo r ce s -- fin a n ci al, cl i mat e, an d
energy prices -- combined to make the
project difficult to conduct. A description
of these forces follows.
x A drop in mortgage interest rates
that led ho me buy ers to swamp
lenders with loan requests for new
homes. It also made the use of
"energy credits" to qualify more
buyers undesirable to lenders.

Hennepin staff then focused on new home
buyers and tried to determine the best
means of educating them about energy efficiency. A brochure was developed for
prospective home buyers to give them information about what really makes a home
energy efficient. The brochure provides
information to help'prospective buyers get
beyond initial questions about R-factors
and stereotypical conclusions about what
makes a home energy efficient. The idea
behind the brochure is that better-informed
consumers not only get a better product for
themselves, they also provide an enforcement function for builders. (The brochure
is enclosed as Appendix D.)

Lynnette F. Brouwer, Energy Planner in Hennepin County, in front of a house which is
being constructed using energy efficient construction techniques.

o

The lowered mortgage interest rate
caused a boom in home-building
activity. Builders could not build
homes fast enough for new home
buyers. This brisk market meant
that builders did not need the
added plus of energy efficiency to
sell their homes. This fact resulted
in a lack of interest by builders in
participating in the Hennepin
County project and, in fact, it was
very difficult to recruit builders
into the project.

o

The cost of natural gas for home
owners decreased.
The 1985
average annual cost of residential
natural gas was $5.68 per 1,000
cubic feet (mcf). In 1987, it was
$5.06.

o

In 1986-87, Hennepin County had
a record-breaking short, warm
winter. Builders were able to put
in foundations all winter long.

o

A final but important finding by
Hennepin County was that because
of the stringent Minnesota energy
code, new home buyers assumed
that new houses were naturally
en e rg y ef f ici en t. Th ey a ssu me d
that a house built to code was
going to be energy efficient, which
was not necessarily the case.

All these factors resulted in apathy by
lenders, builders, and home buyers toward
increasing energy efficiency in new homes.

Challenges
Hen n ep in Co u n ty st a ff f a ced m an y ch a l lenges in trying to implement their project.

Strategies Hennepin County staff had to develop
20
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strategies to overcome or circumvent these
obstacles, including several marketing
strategies that had been presented to them
in the technical assistance workshops.

and were willing to be tested by Hennepin
County staff in the future.
Strategy #2:

Strategy #1: Focus on a small group of interested builders and provide
them with specific technical
assistance geared toward their
needs.

Hennepin County energy staff gathered a
small, but select, group of interested
builders to participate in the program.
They overcame builders' reluctance to participate in the program by showing that the
benefits would be long term. The builders
would learn how to build better homes and
how to better market their homes for
en e rg y eff ici en cy . Th es e b en e f its co u ld
help the builders strengthen their reputation s an d g et a larg er sh are of the ho me
buying-market.
The focus was strictly on training the participating builders in the program. As
mentioned previously, the staff held an excellent day-long workshop for builders on
the "house as a system." Speakers representing the Dakota Electric Association, a
construction firm, the Air Quality Division
of the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency,
and a marketing firm discussed the house
as a system, moisture transfer, air infiltration, local demographics, and marketing
angles. The workshop was well received by
the builders. In addition, new needs of the
builders came to light, particularly that of
achieving airtightness through conscientious attention to detail throughout the
construction process.

U s e m ar k e t f o r c e s to e n courage greater energy efficiency in new home construction by providing the
customer with the tools to
make informed choices
among alternative builders
and home construction techniques.

Hennepin County staff discovered upon
closer examination that many prospective
buyers do ask about wall construction, Rfactors, furnace efficiency, and windows.
This realization led staff to conclude that
some home buyers do care about energy efficiency but have blanket stereotypical
conclusions about the relationship of building materials and energy efficiency. For
example, people assume that using 2 x 6
boards for framing will result in an
energy-efficient house. Yet R-factors influence energy efficiency more than the
the size of the boards. The brochure
developed for new home buyers gives
buyers information which can help them
move beyond simplistic decision-making to
questions which will help them determine
the degree of energy efficiency of a house.
The brochure also helps home buyers to see
that by simply meeting the state's energy
codes the builder is not necessarily producing an energy-efficient house. Conscientious installation throughout construction
is also critically important.
The brochure is intended to make consumers more knowledgeable about materials
and methods. Once buyers have this information, they are more inclined to
demand a high-quality product regardless
of existing requirements.

The participating builders were then
provided with intensive on-site assistance
in achieving airtightness. Homes were
tested using the "blower-door" test. Homes
were depressurized and then measured for
rate of air flow out of the house with windows, doors, and fireplace dampers closed.
Sources of leakage, discovered by using an
infrared camera, were discussed with
builders and general modifications to incr ea s e a irt ig h tn e s s w er e id en tif ied . Th e
builders were very pleased with the testing

Strategy #3:
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Provide builders with market
ing measures to better communicate energy enhancements to new home buyers
and to target particular segments of home buyers with
appropriate information.
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Although builders were

swamped with requests to
build new homes, Hennepin County staff found that
builders do very little to educate consumers about
energy efficiency. To find out how builders could
better communicate with new home buyers,
Hennepin County staff visited sales offices all
around the area. In addition, staff visited Austin,
Texas, to reiew that city’s Energy Star rating
program and to explore additional methods of
marketing new homes for energy efficiency. (This
technical assistance trip was made possible by the
USHUD Phase II project.
For a full staff
description of the trip, see Appendix C.) Hennepin
County hired a consultant to help develop a list of
recommendations
for
builders,
including
developing summary sheets of energy-saving
features for the client and designing office displays
that show roof sections and technical materials.
The recommendations also included emphasizing
local demographics in displays of construction
materials.

Marketing Techniques Used
Hennepin County energy staff incorporated the
following marketing techniques into their project:
x Developing a marketing brochure for
home owners on new residential
construction;
x Giving an educational workshop on energy
enhancements
in
new
residential
construction for interested builders;
x Providing free technical assistance to
builders on monitoring air-t
x ightness as a means of showing them the
benefit of a tightly constructed house; an
x Sharing techniques with interested uilders
on using energy efficiency in marketing
their homes
Public/PrivateSupport
Several private builders volunteered to participate
in this program and contributed their time, labor
and materials to this project. They agreed to
explore new construction techniques, as well as to
incorporate some of these features into their
homes.
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Examination of CDBG/UDAG Repayments
Opportunities for using CDBG funding in
conjunction with the project to enhance energy
efficiency in new housing were explored by
Hennepin County staff with the Development
Planning Division of the Office of Planning and
Development,
which
is
responsible
for
administering the Urban County entitlement grant.
The HUD Regional Office was also contacted
(Urban Hennepin County is not a recipient of
UDAG funds.)

Forty-three communities in Hennepin County are
Urban County subgrantees, and Minneapolis and
Bloomington are “entitlement city” grantees. The
sub-grantees generate their own projects consistent
with county-wide objectives for spending CDBG
funds.
Hennepin County contributes to that
decision-making process, but the communities are
very effective in exploring and determining local
priorities, and they begin the process well in
advance of the budget year. By the time staff
learned of the communities in which the homes of
the participating builders would be located,
municipal priorities for CDBG funds were already
determined.

Further, the major intent of the CDBG program is
to support projects that principally benefit low-and
moderate income persons. Moderate income is
defined as 80 percent of the area median income.
This means that in 1987 a family of four, for
instance, must have an income no greater than
$30,400. Although Hennepin’s project included
homes in the $80,000 to $120,000 rice range –
moderately priced new homes – they are generally
not affordable for low=and-moderate income
families. In fact, survey data of the project home
owners supports this assumption.
Only one
household in 60 falls in the low-to moderateincome caegory. For this reason, Hennepin’s
project in its present form is not eligible for
CDBG.

Modification of the project to “buy down”
mortgage values with CDBG fund make these
homes more affordable for low-and moderateincome families was also considered. However the
cost per unit of this approach was determined to be
excessive in relation to using the funds to improve
energy efficiency in existing homes through
rehabilitation.
Potential Uses for CDBG/UDAG Payback Funds
to Support Energy Activities
Ideas discussed for future uses of CDBG funding
included (1) supporting efforts to build a facility for
use as a small business incubator; (2) adapting a
City of Minneapolis program to improve energy
efficiency of multifamily dwellings, including hot
water boiler retrofit; (3) coordinating with the
University of Minnesota’s Cold Climate building
and Energy Resource Center to explore the
relationship between internal and external
environments in energy conservation and efficiency
concepts into the design and construction of new
commercial facilities. These ideas were developed
in coordination with the Development Planning
Division.
Recommendations
The following are the recommendations that
Hennepin County had for other local governments
undertaking similar projects.
x Before embarking on a project to enhance
energy efficiency in new construction,
determine the effectiveness of existing
building codes in achieving energy
efficiency.
x Developing an energy component for local
or state building codes is a critical first step
in creating energy-efficient new housing
stock.
x Once an energy building code is in place, it
is important to look at applying and
monitoring the code to ensure its full
implementation. Variations in used and
application of required building materials
can have a significant effect on the overall
energy efficiency of new buildings.
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KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
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“ASSESSMENT
OF DOWNTOWN
STEAM
DISTRICT
HEATING:
RETENTION,
RENOVATION, AND OWNERSHIP OPTIONS”

Project Description

Kansas City, like many other older, urban,
Midwestern cities, has recently undertaken
several redevelopment and revitalization
strategies focused on the downtown area. A
Burst of construction activity has occurred in
the downtown area as well as a the River
Market development near the Missouri River.
Kansas City leaders are very interested in
creating a viable downtown.
An 83-year-old district heating an cooling
(DHC) system now serves about 130 customers
in the downtown business loop, a critical
downtown area. The cost-saving potential of
central heating versus on-site heating (district
heating versus individual boilers) is wellknown. Additionally, if waste-to-energy pants
supply the fuel source, the cost benefits
increase and a steady source of fuel is assured.
Problems arise when DHC systems are left to
deteriorate, the customer base is allowed to
shrink, and the system is poorly managed.
This happened to the DHC system in Kansas
City. The utility operated the system, Kansas
City Power and Light (KCP&L), had planned
to abandon the system and switch all of the 130
DHC customers to electric boilers. Recently
however, the Missouri Public Utilities
Commission (PUC) ruled that KCP&L must
first try to sell the system before abandoning it
in 1990.
Kansas city energy staff believe that the DHC
system should be examined carefully in terms
of its impact on economic
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development in the downtown area and the
feasibility of rehabilitating the steam system so that it can offer steam energy at a
reasonable, stable price to downtown customers. Several cities with aging steam systems including Baltimore, Youngstown,
Boston, Philadelphia, and Minneapolis,
have been able to revive their networks
and use them as an economic development
tool to retain business and industry in the
downtown area. In these cities, private
companies took over the steam systems,
renovated them, and expanded their customer base. Rates have either declined,
remained stable, or slightly increased.
Private companies are able to lower rates
for steam customers because they are not
subject to the/complex financial pressures
that utilities experience in their efforts to
satisfy shareholders. And, in fact, since
the Missouri PUC announced that KCP & L
must try to sell the system, several potential buyers have expressed an interest:
Kinetic Energy Development Corp., St.
Louis; Catalyst Thermal Energy Corp.,
Youngstown; and the Minneapolis Energy
Center, Minneapolis. Kinetic Energy said
it would probably build a trash-to-energy
conversion plant to run the steam system.
(The company is supervising a similar system in St. Louis.) Most recently, Kinetic
Energy has put forth a desirable proposal
for the system. Catalyst Thermal would
also build a waste-to-energy plant to augment Kansas City's steam supply. These
companies believe that they can
rehabilitate the Kansas City system and
make it profitable.

As part of this project, Kansas City energy
staff undertook a feasibility study of DHC
to see whether the system could be
rejuvenated.

o

Exploration of ownership arrangements for a central plant of
the existing distribution system
based on legal and regulatory
authority (ownership options could
include private and/or public
ownership);

o

Evaluation of the economic impact
of district heating in Kansas City
for a 20-year period.

In addition to undertaking the feasibility
study, Kansas City energy staff decided
that close contact with the current customer base of the existing DHC system was
crucial. To improve relations with this
group, energy staff held a workshop, with
several prominent DHC experts from across
the United States who presented information about district heating to the steam customers. (For more information on this
workshop, see Appendix C.) After the
workshop, Kansas City energy staff formed
a working group of the steam customers,
which continued to meet and discuss issues
related to the DHC system. The result of
the workshop and group meetings is that
the steam customers now have the
knowledge to make an informed decision
about whether to stay in the system.
Challenges

Kansas City energy staff faced a number
of challenges in their efforts to keep options open for maintaining the DHC system. Discussion of these challenges
follows:
o

The customer base was diminishing, since several customers were
making plans to leave the system
and revert to natural gas or
electric boilers. Additionally, the
largest customer, National Starch,
indicated a possible switch from
steam to on-site cogeneration. This
diminishing customer base created
difficulty in presenting a strong
demand for retention of the old
system.

o

A lack of improvements to the sys-

Steps in the feasibility study included the
following:
o

o

Compilation of a representative
database of information on the
buildings in the steam loop;
Identification of new steam markets
to enhance steam utilization in the
future;
24
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Joseph Gentile, Assistant Manager of Solid Waste,
in front of the district heating plant.

tem, an offer of free electric boilers
to those customers willing to switch,
and increased user fees for steam
through 1991 by KCP and L had
created strong incentives to existing
customers to abandon the old system.
o

o

needed to be provided to them. In
conjunction with a lack of information, steam customers also had a
lack of organization or communication among themselves.
o

Finding a qualified buyer for the
steam system has been difficult.
Since DHC is only slowly making a
resurgence in the United States,
there are only a few DHC companies who would be able to
renovate the system. Additionally,
the costs of rehabilitating the system and the feasibility of the system
for providing low-cost heat are
unknown.

Fin a lly , a q u an ti fi ab l e i mp ac t o f
DHC system on the downtown area
in terms of economic growth and
real investment has not been calculated.

It is assumed that a steady, reliable source
of low-cost heating and cooling would be
an attractive incentive for downtown
g ro wth and d ev elopmen t. Furth er study
needed to be made in this area to obtain
actual investment dollar impact.
Strategies

Steam customers are unaware of the
potential of DHC to provide a stable
source of reasonably priced heating
and cooling and the true future
costs of electricity versus steam. An
unbiased estimate of future costs

The strategies that Kansas City energy
staff undertook to address these challenges
are as follows.
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Strategy

#I:
From
a
neutral
standpoint,
focus
on
educating customers about
all available options.

Kansas City did not take a pro or con
stance on DHC; instead, the position was
that all available information on DHC
should be presented to the steam customers,
including information on rehabilitated
older systems in other cities. It was important for DHC customers to know that more
than one option existed -- that, in fact,
private companies in other cities had been
able to rehabilitate and operate DHC systems and offer energy at a reasonable
price. Additionally, DHC customers were
given realistic information of fuel costs for
gas, electricity, and steam.
Strategy #2• Form a user group to
( I) create a sense of
empowerment among steam
customers and
(2)
undertake the necessary
investigative and advisory
tasks involved in examining
options.

The customers of the DHC system lacked
organization and communication among
themselves. They had no information
source other than the utility, and therefore
they could not share experiences or
develop a common purpose beneficial to
all inv o l v e d . K a n s a s C i t y , b y
h o l d i n g a workshop and by forming a
customer "user" group, was able to develop
a sense of unity and a sense of
empowerment among the users. The City
has close ties with this group, as it
believes their involvement is essential if
the system is to be revitalized.
Strategy #3: Gather the facts about
the f i n a n c i a l
feasibility of
renovating the DHC system.

Kansas City has hired a consultant to conduct an in-depth evaluation of the current
DHC system and the costs of rehabilitating
it. In addition, this study will recommend
ownership and financing options for the
system. Kansas City energy staff will also

examine the possibility of utilizing
municipal waste to fuel the steam furnaces.
Marketing Techniques Kansas City
incorporated the following marketing
techniques into the project:
o

Marketing efforts toward existing
customers focused on an educational workshop and the development of a user group of steam customers.
T h e re s u lt s o f t he
consultant's report on the financial
feasibility of the system will be
shared with customers.
o-Marketing to decision-makers,
with a focus on developing a
strategy to compare building boiler
systems to the steam system, was
undertaken.
o-Converting comparison data to
an u n d e r s t a n d a b l e l e v e l f o r
i n dividual building owners
was done.

Public/Private Financing and Support

Future ownership options may include
public/private funds, including third-party
financing or federal grants.
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Examination of CDBG/UDAG Pavbacks

Kansas City has a strong CDBG and UDAG
program in progress. Each year the community development program addresses the
entitlement process. To date, Kansas City
has operated in the narrow band of
CDBG/UDAG requirements and has not
been a part of any special energy project
that indirectly affects job creation. For
two reasons, Kansas City energy staff did
not pursue CDBG/UDAG funding:
o-The project was too new to begin
identifying financing sources. In addition,
project staff wanted to identify private
funding before examining federal
funding.
o
To qualify for either grant process
(CDBG or UDAG), Kansas City
would have had to substantially
restructure the proposal to study
26
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the feasibility of DHC.
Finally, the emphasis of this study was to
determine if DHC would remain a vital
energy resource for Kansas City.
Recommendations

Recommendations made by Kansas City
energy staff are as follows:
o

o

o

o

The process of using CDBG/UDAG
funds for DHC systems serving
other downtowns should be
clarified.
There are obvious
economic development benefits to
such systems, but many cities do not
know that CDBG/UDAG can be
used for such projects, nor do they
know how to implement such support.
Communities should become proactive in getting the private sector
involved in major investments in
DHC. The private sector has a role
to play, particularly in regard to the
economic stability of downtown.
Marketing DHC should focus on the
energy dollar drainage issue -- dollars that pay for energy leave the
city, whereas dollars spent on goods
and services recycle and multiply
creating more wealth in the community.
There is a need for a local informatio n n e two rk th at k e ep s b u ild i n g
owners informed about the benefits
of district heating and cooling.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK
"JOINT CITY GOVERNMENT/UTILITY
PARTNERSHIPS TO REDUCE BUSINESS
ENERGY COSTS: ENERGY CONSERVATION IMPLEMENTATION"
Project Description

and indu strial bu sin esses, cau sing many
businesses to seek to relocate to areas of
lower energy costs in the region. One goal
of Mayor Koch and his administration has
been to reduce those energy costs through
promoting energy efficiency and other
measures for existing firms. To that end,
the Mayor recently announced "The New
York City Program for Competitive Business Energy Costs" that would help reduce
en ergy co sts fo r bu sin esses by abou t 20
percent through a series of targeted
programs for business and industry. It includes reductions in city and state energy
taxes for businesses as well as energy conservation programs that will save energy
costs by the fifth year of the program.
The City has, in the past several years,
developed several joint City/utility
partnerships to research, design, and conduct innovative conservation programs. In
1986, the New York City Energy and
Tel e co m m u n ic atio n s Of fi ce (E NE RTE L),
in conjunction with the Consolidated
Edison Comp any (Con Edison ), b eg an to
su rv ey 300 p revio usly audited indu strial
firms to determine the extent to which
firms had implemented recommended
measures. ENERTEL and Con Edison also
worked together on a pilot project that inclu d ed th e d e sig n o f a " st at e-o f-th e- art "
lighting system in a commercial office
building.
New York City's "Joint City
Government/Utility Partnerships" project
in 1987 completed the survey of previously
audited firms and began implementing a
pilot lighting demonstration project. New
York City staff also began designing a
technical and financial assistance program
with Brooklyn Union Gas Company (BUG)
to help audited firms implemen t gas and
space heating conservation recommendations. The project was instrumental in identifying new conservation programs that
will be implemented in the Mayor's fiveyear energy program.
To acco mplish th eir ob jectiv es, staff fo r
ENERTEL conducted the following

New York City has some of the highest
energy costs in the nation for commercial
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activities:
o

reviewed national laboratory and
other literature on energy-efficient
lighting technologies to determine
feasible approaches in New York
City;

o

evaluated previous energy audits to
determine the needs - of small to
medium-sized firms;

o

researched alternative means to
deliver, market, and finance energy
efficiency in the commercial and
industrial sectors.

coordinated with existing city, state, and
electric utility business energy programs.
The new revolving loan program for small
businesses will be structured around
achievable savings for the energy conservation measures that will be offered. The
loan program will be designed so that it
does not adversely affect the cash flow of
businesses and so that businesses can reap
the initial financial benefits of conservation. Loans will have flexible payments
throughout their term. The companies to
be targeted include those that are (1) involved in major manufacturing; (2) have
significant energy costs; and (3) have
demonstrated an ability to service debt.
These may include printers, food processors, and metal working firms. The loan
program will need $3 million in capitalization, with funding coming from utilities,
banks, foundations, and corporations. Each
loan will be $50,000 to $100,000 and 36 to
45 companies are being targeted for the
first year. The city is seeking capitalization from state oil overcharge funds,
utilities, and other corporations to start the
program.

Results of this project have included the
preliminary development of a joint New
York City-New York State Energy Research and Development Authority
(NYSERDA) rebate incentive pilot program
for energy-efficient lighting; multi-year
utility support from Brooklyn Union Gas
for a technical assistance program for industrial firms implementing gas efficiency
measures; recommendations to modify existing audit programs for small businesses;
and design of an energy conservation loan
program for small businesses.

Challenges

The rebate program, to be supported in
part by NYSERDA, will focus on marketing and delivery strategies to encourage
companies to install high-efficiency lamps,
electronic ballasts, and metal halide lamps.
It will target selected industries and/or
companies located in economic development areas. Approximately $800,000 has
been set aside for this program, including
New York State and New York City matching funds.

New York City faced several challenges in
implementing these programs, including
problems stemming from availability of
financing, utility support, and interest by
the small business sector. A discussion of
these challenges follows.

The expanded technical assistance program
for co mmercial and industrial firms
requires a gas utility commitment of approximately $300,000 to help firms implement the recommendations in the 300
audits previously done by New York City.
Firms targeted include the food processing,
apparel, and printing industries. A BUG
utility engineer will return to the audited
firm, sit down with the owner, and show
him/her how to implement the recommendations. This new program will be closely

New York City's economy is dominated by
small to medium-sized businesses, many of
which lease their space and lack the necessary knowledge and resources to implement
energy-saving options. In addition, many
of the businesses served by Con Edison are
smaller firms. With about 350,000 commercial customers, only about 17 percent are
above 10 kilowatt (KW) monthly demand.
(Consolidated Edison's total electric

o
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The small to medium-sized business sector has historically been a
difficult market to penetrate with
energy conservation measures.
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programs, however, are derived primarily
from larger (over 100 KW) commercial customers.) A study recently completed as a
follow-up of 300 previously completed
audits found that 200 of them were conducted on businesses with under 10,000
square feet. The companies ranged from
construction, food, textiles and apparel, to
printing, chemicals, and metal working.
They included a wide mix of small companies. The potential for energy savings
and reduced operating costs in these small
businesses remains high.
Energy conservation service companies
have been unable to penetrate the small
business market for a variety of reasons.
Small businesses are usually cash poor and
hesitant to invest scarce capital in a venture they may feel is somewhat risky. In
addition, their energy costs may be a small
part of their total budget and therefore do
not warrant a great deal of attention by
energy performance contracting companies
because the potential for significant dollar
savings is relatively small. Quick payback,
as well as certain results, is a crucial element for small businesses in any program.
o

Utilities lack experience in
commercial/industrial energy conservation programs.

The electric utility in New York City has
only recently begun to explore seriously
the potential for participation in city-wide
commercial/industrial energy conservation
programs. Its focus has historically been
on supply-side resource planning rather
than demand-side planning. Con Edison
has developed a demand-side management
plan (DSM), which includes several pilot
conservation and load management
measures that may be cost-effective for the
company to implement. Additional research and evaluation is needed on these
programs before they can be considered
permanen t elements of Con Edison's
capacity plans.
o

Excess utility capacity is a problem.

The electric utility in New York City is in
business to sell energy to customers. With
excess generating capacity, historically it
29

has been difficult to get Con Edison involved in conservation programs that may
raise average rates in the short term. This
situation may be changing because of increased growth in demand in recent years.
o

There are insufficient City
resources for full program actions.

New York City energy staff were proposing many programs: completion of audit
reviews; surveys of commercial firms;
development of a technical assistance
program; and establishment of a revolving
loan program. New York City had to identify new sources of funding to undertake
these programs. In particular, the revolving loan program to implement energy conservation recommendations needed
capitalization of $3 million. The source of
funds to capitalize the loan program was
uncertain; oil overcharge funds were being
pursued as one option. Other possibilities
for funding included the state, utilities,
foundations, and corporations.
Strategies

Many of the challenges faced by New York
City in conducting this project were related
to financing and marketing issues. One
strength was the clear mandate from City
Hall and top-level utility and state executives for action in developing energy efficiency programs for the commercial and
industrial sectors. Some of the other
strategies used in addressing their challenges are listed below.
Strategy #I:

Determine the criteria necessary for a small business to
move forward with implementing energy conservation measures, including
payback requirements, technical considerations, and
decision rationales.

New York City, before launching its technical and financial assistance program for
small businesses, had to determine why
firms choose to implement some energy
conservation measures and not others

•

CHAPTER 3
CASE STUDIES

recommended in the audits performed in
earlier y ears by th e City . By reviewing
previously performed audits and surveying
th o s e fir m s th a t h ad b een au d i ted , th ey
were seeking to determine:
o
o
o
o
o

payback requirements for implementation of ECM's
attitudes toward conservation
decision rationales
external factors influencing conservation investment
required level of technical or financial assistance

The use of "focus groups" was another tactic New York City staff used to determine
the needs of the small business sector in
energy management. Working with Brooklyn Union Gas, New York State, Con
Edison, and other city agencies, a group of
executives of medium-sized industrial companies identified key market, technical,
and financial barriers to implementing
conservation measures and the types of assistance that could be most useful to them
from local utilities, government, or other
energy providers.
With this type of information, New York
City will be able to design programs that
have a good chance of penetrating the
commercial sector. New York City is identifying different market segments and targeting efforts at developing programs for
tho se secto rs. Staff will kno w wh at th e
paybacks will have to be for participation
in the program and what kinds of financial
and technical assistance to provide in their
energy management program for small to
medium-sized business.
Strategy #2: Determine the utility incentives
and interests for participating
in a conservation program with
the City.

A key part of New York City's energy
project in 1986 and 1987 was joint local
decision-making with the utilities, both
Con Edison and Brooklyn Union Gas. This
was particularly difficult because of lack
of experience in joint project partnerships
and potentially divergent goals. Yet New

in 1 9 8 6 in wo rk in g with Co n Ed iso n t o
identify and design joint city/utility research and demonstration projects to
reduce business energy costs. (A large joint
project in 1986 was the in-depth survey of
p rev io u sly au d it ed fi r ms. ) In 1 9 8 7 , th e
New York City energy staff had the financial and technical support of Con Edison in
completing data collection and the evaluation of previously audited firms. In addition, Con Edison also agreed to work with
the City in a project to test the costeffectiveness of "state-of-the-art" lighting
systems in a commercial office building.
Finally, New York City also worked with
Brooklyn Union Gas in actually setting up
an assistance program to ensure that the
audit recommendations were implemented.
How did New York City energy staff
successfully enlist the cooperation of the
utilities in joint City/utility programs? Essen ti ally , it d id so b y d e mo n st rat in g t o
them how and why conservation programs
would benefit them, even in times of excess
utility capacity. Particularly, by pointing
out the rate to which manufacturing firms
were leaving the city (partially because of
high energy costs), New York City was able
to show utilities why business retention
should be important to them. Development
of the City's five-year energy programs,
which included City and utility measures
to reduce business energy costs, provided a
mechanism for eliciting coordination from
top utility management.
Strategy #3:

Identify external sources of
f un d in g f or c o n s e r v ati o n
programs.

New York City energy staff were very
successful in seeking and obtaining outside
support for desired energy programs. They
carefully researched many potential
sources of funding, including private
utilities, oil overcharge funds, and
CDBG/UDAG repayment funds. The following is a list of organizations staff
sought or obtained support from:
o

York City energy staff had been successful
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Con Edison -- for completion of
the audit reviews funded under its

•

•

•

•

o

Brooklyn Union Gas -- for the
development of a new program to
implement audit recommendations
in firms;

o

New York State Energy Research
and Development Authority -- for a
rebate pilot program for the installation of high-efficiency lighting
measures in selected industries in
economic development areas;
foundations, utilities, corporations,
banks -- for proposals submitted to
capitalize a revolving loan program
for a targeted group of commercial
firms.

o

Marketine Techniques Used

Marketing techniques used by New York
City energy staff included the following:
o
o

o

o

•

•

end-user conservation program plan
filed with the New York State
Public Service Commission;

Follow-up audit surveys and on-site
visits by engineers.
To better identify the needs of the
target group -- the small business
sector -- New York City staff and
Con Edison hired a consultant to
conduct a follow-up survey of previous audits.
This action helped
pinpoint the small business sector's
motivations for taking energy actions.
The use of focus groups with
medium-sized manufacturers to
identify energy conservation needs
and motivating factors.

Richard Kuo, Project Director of New York
City's energy project, discusses energy assistance services for small businesses with
Joseph Rend (center) of Brooklyn Union Gas,
and Dick Koral of City University.

Public/Private Financing and Support

o

Joint City/utility partnerships
have been set up between New
York City, Con Edison and Brooklyn Union Gas to design and
implement energy programs.

o

Both utilities contributed heavily
to the energy projects they worked
on with New York City -- Con
Edison with the audit follow-ups,
and Brooklyn Union with implementation.

o

The revolving loan, which was
designed by the City's Financial
Services Corporation (with the assistance of ENERTEL), is providing capitalization by utilities,
foundations, and private companies.

the use of technical workshops to
encourage another City agency to
undertake a conservation financing
fund.
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governments undertaking a similar project:

Examination of CDBG/UDAG Pavbacks

o

Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) fund s were co mmitted to o th er
New York City activities and were not
available for capitalizing the City's
proposed Energy Conservation Loan Fund.
However, energy staff did establish a
cooperative working relationship with the
Financial Services Corporation (FSC),
which is responsible for developing the
Energy Conservation Loan Program. FSC
uses CDBG money in its existing Revolving
Loan Fund (RLF) to aid City businesses
and UDAG paybacks for its other
loan/grant programs.
UDAG funding was not sought because it
requires firm financial commitments from
the private sector as a prerequisite to an
application. The FSC Energy Conservation
Loan Fund is still in development and has
not yet obtained such private commitments.
Potential Uses for CDBG/UDAG Payback
Funds To Support Energy Activities

o

o

o

Provide loan guarantees to marginally credit-worthy businesses (i.e.,
those unable to obtain conventional
bank financing) located in or near
CDBG-eligible areas for energyefficient capital projects. Reduced
business energy costs will help to
retain or expand jobs in low-and
moderate-income neighborhoods.

First, be sure to obtain support
fro m th e top utility man ag emen t
in the area for the city's economic
development and energy goals.

o

Use focus groups and
research techniques
design to define and
market and determine
program users.

other market
in program
segment the
the needs of

o

Allow for contingencies in
developing energy financing
projects because of potential
d el ay s, ch an g e s to b as el in e es timates, and changes in manufacturing processes.

o

Utilize service contracts after
project installation to ensure that
energy savings materialize through
operation and maintenance (O&M)
procedures.

o

Obtain the part-time services of
technical or financial advisors to
assist in the planning and design
of new programs, provide specialized expertise to resolve outstanding issu es, and h elp mark et th e
program to others.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
"ENERGY PLAN FOR MISSION BAY"

Suppo rt plann ing and feasib ility
studies by local government energy
agencies to assess local business
energy needs and identify potential
CDBG/UDAG energy projects.

Proiect Description

Mission Bay, a 300-acre site about a mile
south of San Francisco's downtown, is an
area that will be redeveloped into a mixeduse site in the next 15 years by the Santa
Fe Pacific Realty Corporation. Approximately 7,500 residential units, 30% of
them "affordable," will be integrated with
research and development facilities (2.6
million square feet), commercial offices
(4.1 million square feet), and retail shops
(200,000 square feet). For its project,
"Energy Plan for Mission Bay," the Bureau
of Energy Conservation in San Francisco
sought to incorporate energy conservation

Provide low-cost funding for Cityadministered business energy loans
to aid community/economic
development strategies.

Recommendations

As part of the HUD/PTI technical assistance project, New York City had the following recommendations for other local
32
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The major tasks in achieving this goal were
the following:
o

Compiling a comprehensive list of
energy impacts for Mission Bay and
then refining it to a manageable
agenda of top-priority energy issues;

o

Researching and developing energy
planning policy recommendations
for the top-ranked energy issues;

o

Determining the most appropriate
access points for energy planning
inputs into the development process;

o

Reporting and advocating findings
to institutionalize the recommendations as policies of the Mission Bay
Master Plan; and

o

Determining whether a modern district h eating and coo ling sy stem
would be feasible for the project.

In developing policy recommendations for
the top-ranked energy issues, San Francisco
energy staff examined research they had
done in the past two years on building
en e rg y d e s ig n r es e ar ch , re su l ts o f o th e r
co mmu n ity en ergy p lann ing effo rts, and
s e v e r a l w o r k s o n e n e r g y - e f f i c i e n t c o mmunity design. Staff also had to take into
account previously accepted policy objectives in the Mission Bay Project Plan,
developer concerns, and City Planning objectives. Eighteen fully supported, locally
applicable energy planning design recommendations were developed. Besides further study of district heating and cooling,
these recommendations include measures
such as reduced lighting power and
daylighting in commercial buildings, load
management strategies, and recycling and
water conservation techniques.
San Francisco's energy staff is confident
that many of these recommendations will
be adopted during the current Development
Agreement negotiations between the City
and the developer.

To select a comprehensive list of key
energy issues for Mission Bay, San Franci sco s ta ff ex a min ed the i mp ac t o f co n struction techniques, residential and nonresidential building operating energy, onsite energy production potential, transportation energy, and energy used in public
services. Results of the analysis showed
that energy use at Mission Bay would be
do min ated by th e bu ild ing con stru ction ,
building energy consumption, and transportation sectors. Additionally, district heating and cooling, solar technologies, and
solid waste recycling showed significant
potential for reducing nonrenewable
energy consumption.

John Deakin, Direc to r of the Bureau of
Energy Conservation, directed the effort to
include energy concerns in Mission Bay,
directly behind him.

I n s t u d y i n g t h e d e v e l o p me n t p r o c e s s t o
determine the most appropriate access
points for energy planning inputs, San
Francisco energy staff came .up with the
following preliminary list: the proposed
plan, the development agreement, and the
environmental impact report. Energy staff
also concluded that informal, direct contact
with both the developer and the City Plan-

The goal of reporting and advocating findings was to institutionalize energy conserv ation reco mmen d ation s in th e d ev elo pment process and advocate the recommen33
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In fact, the developer was resistant to
further exploration of the feasibility of
district heating. Also, City leaders
lacked an understanding of the overall
importance of energy efficiency to the
economy of San Francisco.

dations as Master Plan policies, design
guidelines, and mitigation measures as appropriate. This advocacy took the form of
technical support for recommendations,
discussion of the marketing appeal of
recommended measures, analysis of increased affordability in energy-efficient
buildings, and provision of expert advice
for district heating.

oThe development impact of district

heating on Mission Bay was uncertain.
District heating had so many unknowns -the source of power for the system, the
cost of the system, the cost of power to the
customers -- that it was difficult in the
beginning to broach the idea with
developers and city planners.

In determining whether district heating
would be feasible for the Mission Bay
Redevelopment area, San Francisco energy
staff had to examine a number of technical, economic, marketing, environmental,
institutional, and financial issues. The
source of power for the system; costs
involved; price of power; development of a
customer base; and air quality, noise, and
land-use impacts are just a few of the
issues they examined. The source of
financing for the initial feasibility study,
planning/design phase, and construction
needed to be identified. Marketing issues,
including the identification of a customer
base sufficient to generate revenues to
cover the investment in a system, also had
to be resolved. Preliminary results indicate
that district heating and cooling are
economically feasible for the Mission Bay
development. Future attention will focus
on advanced thermal production; storage
and distribution techniques to optimize
cost-effectiveness; and the institutional,
legal, and regulatory feasibility of such a
system.

Strategies The following are strategies

that the San Francisco energy staff used to
address the challenges they faced.
Strategy #1:

Before the actual task of identifying access
points into the development process started,
San Francisco energy staff began meetings
with the developers to inform them of their
desire to incorporate energy efficiency into
Mission Bay. Informal ties were developed
between the Bureau of Energy Conservation and the Department of City Planning.
Strategy #2:

Challenges San Francisco energy staff

faced several challenges in their project,
and a discussion of the challenges follows.
o

Start informal strategy sessions with developers and the
Department of City Planning
quickly to let them know the
intent of the program.

D e mo n s tr ate th e v alu e of
energy conservation to the
Mission Bay developers, city
planners, and city leaders.

SanFrancisco energy staff had to sell
energy efficiency to the developers on the
basis of its amenity, marketability, and affordability. They had to target what was
most
important
and
b e n e f i c i a l t o developers in
promoting energy conservation
measures.
Additionally,
the
workshop on district heating demonstrated
that such systems in other cities had worked
very well.

The time frame for the Mission Bay
project was very short and decisions
about the design of the redevelopment
area were made quickly. To get energy
conservation measures considered in
the design process, staff needed to
move rapidly to gain the attention of the
developers and the other city agencies
involved. the impact and importance of
ECM's and district heating both by the
developer and the city agencies involved.
34
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For city planners and leaders, energy staff
had to demonstrate that ECM's can result
in substantial savings. They used pre- and
post-California building code data to show
the effect of energy conservation measures.
They also developed "baseline" scenarios of
energy consumption in Mission Bay with
and without ECM's. Additionally, energy
staff demonstrated to city leaders that
energy efficiency has a very positive effect, keeping dollars in the community
rather than leaving to pay for energy.
Strategy#3: Hold a workshop for
developers and city planners
with national experts on district heating and cooling as
speakers and resource persons.

•

National experts from the Washington State
Energy Office; St. Paul, Minnesota;
USHUD; and the California energy community presented information about district heating in general and how specific
district heating systems have worked in
other cities. Topics included the benefits
of district heating, its use as a marketing
tool, the relationship between district heating and economic development, and alternative ownership and financing solutions.

heating and cooling at Mission
Bay.
o - T he developer donated land and/or
capital for a public purpose.
o-F ederal financial support is possible in
the future as well as third- party financing.
Examination of CDBG/UDAG Pavbacks

HUD funding at Mission Bay is most likely
in two sectors -- affordable housing and
community services. Energy conservation
measures appropriate to these building
types have been prepared and are presently
the subject of negotiations between the
City and the developer. However, the
linkages between the energy measures and
possible funding sources have not yet been
made.
As the UDAG program is being discontinued, UDAG funding was not considered
a viable option. San Francisco energy staff
will be investigating UDAG paybacks as a
possible funding option.
Recommendations

Recommendations made by San Francisco
energy staff are as follows:
o

It is a mistake to think of the
energy conservation and efficiency
effort as being solely, or even
primarily, one of developing technical solutions.Many energy
program problems are more
frequently the result of institutional impediments. These may be
solvable through marketing and
educational means.

o

Much of the marketing effort
needs to be directed in-house to
other City agencies, if they are to
support energy efficiency
programs in the outside world.

o

Energy efficiency has to be
marketed in association with other
program characteristics. Linkage

Marketing Techniques Used

o

Holding a district heating and cooling workshop for developers and
city agencies;

o

Promoting the non-energy benefits
of ECM's to developers, including
benefits that would help them sell
or market their real estate more
easily; and

o

•

Promoting the economic development benefits of energy efficiency
to city leaders.

Private Support

o
Pacific Gas and Electric
hadfinanced a study of district
35
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must be made so that energy is not
required to stand on its own merits.
In what is perceived to be a time of
plenty, most people, including
professional planners and government officials, cannot get excited
about energy efficiency for its own
sake. It has to be "piggybacked"
onto something else that people d_q
see as being in their interest to support.

o

Non-energy benefits can be
marketed effectively, and energy
managers must learn how to do this
if they are to have any impact outside strictly technical decision
areas.

o

If energy programs are to
succeed,planners must develop new

mixtures of program components to contain
every combination of sticks and carrots,
including legislation, guidelines, education,
personal relationships, linkages with other
interests and so on. Energy programs are more
likely to be enthusiastically adopted by local
governments when they can be seen to be
reinforcing and supporting wider goals for
which there is already a local mandate. For
example, if "affordable housing" is a city
goal, then city energy managers should work
with the agencies responsible to add energy
conservation programs into the Affordable
Housing policy. This could include adding
items such as energy-efficient appliance
guidelines, solar access ordinances, and
building code revisions for thermal insulation.
In this way, energy conservation programs can
more easily be perceived as furthering other
popular goals..
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PROGRAM ANALYSIS
INTRODUCTION
tightness, and incorporate energy efficiency practices into new construction.
The workshop that Hennepin County staff
held for builders on the "house as a system"
was very successful, and the builders were
pleased with the onsite technical assistance
on airtightness. Many wanted to continue
testing airtightness even after the project
was completed.

This chapter will present the challenges
and successes of each project and will highlight creative solutions to problems that
each project faced, particularly in creating
the necessary support for implementation.
Recommendations for means of furthering
support for local government energy activities have also been included.

Project leaders in Hennepin County also
found a way to create interest in choosing
an energy efficient home among new home
b u y ers. Af ter d is co v erin g th a t b u ild e rs
give new home buyers very little detailed
information about energy efficiency, Hennepin energy staff decided to develop a
b r o c h u r e o n e n e r g y e f f i c i e n c y f o r new
home buyers. The staff then realized that
they could use market forces to achieve
energy conservation by giving the home
buyer the data necessary to ask informed
questions of builders about energy efficiency. Since its development, this
b ro ch u r e h as b een w id ely r eq u es ted b y
builders and realtors in the Hennepin
County area.

PROBLEMS AND SUCCESSES
Creating Support for Energy Management
A difficult challenge that all of the participants in the USHUD Phase II project
faced was edu cating k ey acto rs in th eir
projects about the importance of energy
management. Project directors found that
they needed to "market" energy management to the target groups in their projects,
su ch as build ers o f new resid ential construction in Hennepin County, small business owners in New York City, steam heating customers in Kansas City, and
developers in San Francisco. Project
leaders also found that they needed to
market their projects to political leaders,
city staff, and other organizations whose
suppo rt they n eed ed to imp lemen t th eir
projects. It became apparent early in each
of the participating projects that a key to
success was being able to impress upon
others the need for action in energy
management.

In Kansas City, energy project leaders
needed to create interest among steam customers and city leaders in the potential of
the existing district heating and cooling
system to provide a stable future source of
energy for downtown buildings. The technique energy staff used to create interest
and excitement about the possibilities of
the system was a luncheon/workshop for
steam customers with several national experts making presentations on district heating. This workshop, and the ensuing
publicity surrounding it, made a strong impression on the Missouri Public Utilities

In Hennepin County, project leaders found
that they needed to create and sustain interest among builders for participation in
a project that would require a commitment
of time, labor, and materials to achieve
greater energy efficiency in new home constru ction. Pro ject lead ers were, in fact,
successful in developing a core group of interested builders who agreed to attend a
workshop, have their homes tested for air37
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Commission, to the extent that it requested
Kansas City Power and Light to try to find
an owner before abandoning the system.
In New York City, energy project leaders
needed to create interest among local
utilities for participation in energy
management programs for the commercial
sector. Both Consolidated Edison and
Brooklyn Union Gas were approached and
requested to assist in developing energy
management programs for the small business sector. Energy project leaders were
successful in obtaining assistance from
these two utilities for an audit review
program and a program to help small business owners to actually implement audit
reco mmen dation s. An imp ortant cataly st
for obtaining utility cooperation was the
process for developing the Mayor's fivey ear Co mp eti tiv e Bu sin es s En e rg y Co st
Program, which linked energy concerns to
the city's economic development goals and
described potential public/private partnerships to achieve those goals.
In addition, to design an energy program
fo r th e s m all b u sin e s s o wn e r, Ne w Yo rk
City had to determine what "carrots" to use
to interest small bu siness o wn ers in p articipating in an energy management
prograM. This meant careful review of a
follow-up survey of previously audited
firms; onsite follow-up visits to firms; and
focus groups to determine the level of
techn ical and financial assistance n eed ed
by small firms to implement audit recomme n d a tio n s. W ith th is in fo r ma tio n , Ne w
York City energy leaders were able to
develop a targeted financial and technical
assistance program carefully crafted for
the commercial and industrial sectors.
Energy staff were also able to interest the
Financial Services Corporation (a separate
entity which handles several federal
economic development grants), in developin g a r ev o lv in g lo an p ro g ra m f o r en erg y
efficiency measures.
San Francisco, on the other hand, needed to
create interest in energy efficiency among
the developers, city planning officials, and

city leaders involved with the Mission Bay
Redevelopment project. To obtain the
cooperation of the developers in incorporating energy-efficient measures into the
development design, San Francisco energy
staff stressed the aspects of these measures
that would most benefit the developers, including the increased marketability of
energy-efficient housing units, the increased cost-effectiveness of operating the
units, and the increased comfort of occup an ts of th e bu ild ing s in th e d ev elopment. San Francisco, like Kansas City,
held a workshop on district heating for
developers and city staff. San Francisco
energy staff realized that they needed to
educate and gain the support of the
developers both in incorporating energy efficiency into Mission Bay and in examining
the feasibility of district heating.
Identifying Public/Private Financine Support

A second difficult challenge for the energy
progr a m d ir ec to rs in th is p roje c t w as to
identify financing sources for current and
planned activities. It became apparent that o n l y
a f e w f i n a n c i n g m e c h a n i s m s w e r e truly
workable for the participating energy programs.

•

•

Although CDBG and UDAG paybacks may be
u sed fo r ene rg y a c tiv itie s, it w a s d iff i c u l t
f o r e n e r g y s t a f f i n t h e P h a s e I I project to
change the way CDBG is traditionally used in
their communities. Housing projects, nonprofit
organizations, and e c o n o m i c d e v e l o p m e n t
projects
are
the
traditional activities
supported by CDBG fund s. A lthough a f ew
c itie s do allo ca te funds for weatherization
improvements
offered
by
nonprofit
organizations, energy activities were not
being funded by CDBG or UDAG paybacks in
the communities in the Phase II project.
In Hennepin County, the municipalities in the
county are each apportioned a share of the
CDBG. It was difficult for Hennepin energy
staff to modify the way the funds were

cu rr en t ly b ein g ap p o rtio n ed . Al so , the
priorities and uses of the CDBG were
decided well in advance of the project year
for Hennepin's "Energy Enhancements in
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Residential Construction" project. In New
York City, CDBG funds are committed to
particular activities very early in the
budgeting process. Through an extensive
approval process, beginning at the local
neighborhood level and ending with a
citywide plan, priorities for the CDBG are
es tab li sh ed . B ec au s e o f r ed u c ed fed er al
funding for CDBG, it was not feasible to
introduce new energy programs.

plementing innovative energy programs at
the local government level. Some of the
recommendations are collective; others are
targeted to individual projects. They are
organized according to the subject areas of
marketing, financing, use of CDBG/UDAG
paybacks, and technical recommendations.
Marketing
o

Energy and community development leaders in cities and counties
should look beyond the technical
advantages or merits of energy
projects toward the behavioral factors that will make their programs
successful. These include seeing
the target recipient of energy
programs as "consumers" of a service and then applying basic
marketing principles to understand
their motivations for undertaking
energy actions. The consumer investment decision-making process
and the impact of energy investment in that process must be identified.

o

An aggressive, pro-active approach
in obtaining support from local
government decision-makers for
energy projects should be taken.
The creation of support from
political leaders should begin very
early in a project. Institutional
impediments will arise when the
project is ready to be implemented
if support has not been already established.

Both Kansas City and San Francisco
p roject staff are still con sidering u sing
both CDBG and UDAG paybacks for their
district heating and cooling projects. It
was too early in both projects to determine
whether CDBG or UDAG paybacks would
be appropriate, as the feasibility of the district heating systems in both cities was unclear.
Section 108 loan guarantees were not considered a feasible financing tool for any of
the project participants.
Utility support is being used by New York
City energy staff to develop energy
management programs for small businesses.
Both Co nso lid ated Ed ison and Bro okly n
Union Gas will be supporting audit review
and financing programs for small
businesses. Support from Pacific Gas and
Electric may also be obtained by San Francisco energy staff in the Mission Bay
project.
It became very clear during the examination of oil overcharge funds that the
process for obtaining these funds is very
political at the state level. Despite defined
categories that these funds must be used
for, a great deal of latitude in their implementation still exists. The oil overcharge funds may still be used for the New
York City project or the San Francisco
project however.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The participants involved in the USHUD
Phase II project made the following
recommendations. These are the observations of the practitioners who were im39

o

The non-energy benefits of energy
projects should be emphasized both
to consumers and to political
leaders. For consumers, nonenergy benefits, such as increased
comfort, added value, and increased marketability should be
emphasized. For political leaders,
the economic development benefits
of reduced energy costs should be
stressed. The "dollar drainage" of
energy dollars from a community
should be noted.

•
o

o

o
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marketing techniques
should be used to design and market
energy programs. Focus groups are
just one of the many techniques that
can be used to identify the motivating factors behind energy investment decisions.

Use of CDBG/UDAG Pavbacks
o

Obtaining the professional support
of outside marketing firms in
developing energy programs should
be considered.
A combination of sticks and carrots,
such as legislation, guidelines,
education, personal relationships,
and linkages, must be employed to
make energy programs successful at
the local level.

o

Cities and counties should be better informed about the potential
energy uses of the CDBG and
UDAG payback funds.

o

Potential new uses of CDBG funds
that should be considered by local
CDBG staff include these:

Financing
o

o

o

There is a need to be pro-active in
getting the the local private sector,
such as utilities, banks, and
developers, to invest in
energy
projects that will benefit the commercial and industrial sector. All
p art ie s b en efi t f ro m a su cc e ss fu l
venture that will enhance the
economic condition of the local
community.

More needs to be done to forge a
connection between CDBG offices
and energy offices at the local
level. Local CDBG staff need to
be more open to using CDBG dollars for energy activities, and
energy staff need to be more aggressive in presenting the commu n ity dev elop ment b en efits o f
energy activities to CDBG staff.
The process for using these funds
needs to be identified earlier by
the energy staff to incorporate
their programs into the CDBG
budget.

retrofitting multi-family buildings
with hot-water boilers;
working with universities to better
identify the relationship between
internal and external environments
in energy conservation;

For p rojects th at will need third party financing, energy project
managers need to bear in mind that
additional costs must be built in by
f i n a n c i e r s t o c o mp e n s a t e f o r t h e
decreased returns because of
changes in the tax laws.

working with suburbs to incorporate energy conservation and efficiency concepts into the design
and construction of new commercial facilities;

In accessing oil or stripper well
overcharge funds, local governments
need to be aware that in many states
the distribution of funds to various
programs is a very political process.
Energy managers should be prepared
to use political means to obtain
oilovercharge funds.

providing loan guarantees to those
businesses located in CDBGeligible areas and unable to obtain
conventional financing;
supporting planning and
feasibility studies by local
government energy agencies to
as s es s th e en e rg y n ee d s o f lo c al
business and to identify potential
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ment strategies, including affordable housin g , d o wn to wn r eh a b ilit atio n , b u sin es s
retention, and commercial viability of
redevelopment projects. In each of these
strategies, increased energy efficiency will
improve the success rate of achieving
desired economic development goals.
However, there are several difficulties involved in integrating energy management
into vital economic programs. First, there
is the difficulty in coordinating the goals
and efforts of local economic development
professionals and energy practitioners. Often these two different local functions
operate completely independently of each
other, with very little contact. Secondly,
once joint economic/energy programs are
scheduled to move forward, there is difficulty in designing programs that truly
meet the financial and programmatic needs
of the intended audience, whether that be
the commercial, industrial, or residential
sectors.

CDBG/UDAG repayment
projects;
providing low-cost funding
for city-administered business energy loans to aid
community and economic
development strategies.
Technical
o

Energy programs should be designed
so that investments by the commercial and residential sectors are lowrisk and Davbacks carefully calculated.

o

Service contracts should be utilized
after Droiect installation to ensure
that energy savings materialize
through operations and maintenance
procedures.

o

The design of a residential conservation program for new construction should examine existing codes
and laws regulating e n e r g y efficiency and determine how effective these have been in achieving
energy savings.

o

Monitoring after project completion
is essential to ensure that implemented measures will achieve their
project savings.

o

More research needs to be done on
the cau sal relation sh ip b etween
energy conservation measures and
actual achieved savings both in the
residential and commercial sectors.

o

Co n tin g en ci es mu st b e b u ilt in to
energy programs for changes in
paybacks caused by changing fuel
prices and interest rates, and
changes in the economy at large.

In th i s p r o je ct, fo u r lo c al g o v ern me n t s
faced both of the above difficulties when
they tried to implement projects that combined community development and energy
go als. Th eir strategies in clud ed a g reat
emphasis on understanding the behavioral
as well as technical aspects of energy
management. Technical assistance was
provided to them in professional marketing
techniques that are used to persuade
"consumers" to take a particular action. In
addition, successful energy/economic
development programs offered by utilities
and cities were presented and analyzed.
Through this information, the four
localities developed their own, unique solutions to the challenge they faced in their
projects. They found that, as can be seen
in the recommendations, that much remains
to be done in achieving true integration of
energy into economic and community
development goals at the local level, including a stronger commitment from top local
government decision-makers, greater "teeth"
or "muscle" behind energy management
programs, greater participation from local
utilities, banks and developers, and greater
openness on the part of local community
development offices to energy concerns.

CONCLUSION
Energy management has a vital role to play
in local economic and community develop-
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APPENDIX A
THE ENERGY TASK FORCE of the URBAN CONSORTIUM
Overview

•

The Energy Task Force of the Urban Consortium is a leading national organization
established to identify energy problems
confronting local governments and to support the development of in-house
capabilities to address those problems. The
Task Force is composed of representatives
from 20 Urban Consortium jurisdictions,
each of whom was carefully selected for
membership on the Task Force. These
members include top managers, decisionmak ers and technical p rofession als who
bring a wealth of collective experience and
diverse individual perspectives to each of
the problem areas the Task Force addresses.
In October, 1988, the Energy Task Force
began its tenth consecutive year of applied
research and transfer programs to improve
urban energy management and technology.
How Does the Task Force Work?

Each year since 1978, the members of the
En ergy Task Force hav e d efin ed en ergy related problems and issues of greatest concern to major urban governments. This annual Needs Assessment is the basis for a
formal Request for Proposals distributed to
all city and county members of the Urban
Consortium. From responses to this RFP,
approximately 20 projects are selected for
funding during each program year.
Generally, the RFP is distributed in midMay of each year for projects that will
begin in November of each year.
Projects selected for each program year are
o rg anized into man ag emen t Uni ts , with
each Unit consisting of four to five substantively related individual projects. Each

•
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Unit is required to meet as a group twice
during each program year. An experienced
member of the Task Force is designated as
the Unit Manager for each Unit. This unit
management structure assures peer-to-peer
review and dialogue, supports the effective provision of needed technical assistance, and allows realistic project quality
control while minimizing the program's
management and overhead costs.
Accomplishments
Since 1979, the Energy Task Force has
sponsored over 180 city or county led
projects in 35 Urban Consortium jurisdictions. For Local Government Operations,
projects have addressed systems for overall
energy use and cost management, for efficiencies in municipal buildings, for
vehicle and fleet operations, and for improved waste management. For Community
Energy Man agemen t, projects have
addressed innovative means to link energy
management with economic development,
to improve transportation options, and to
deal with residential energy costs. Results
from each Energy Task Force project are
documented in formal end-of-project
reports and summarized in an annually updated Program Overview.
The Program Overviews summarize projects
conducted during Years 1 through 10
(1979-88) of the Energy Task Force
P r o g r a m. T h e P r o g r a m O v e r v i e w f o r a l l
work supported by the Energy Task Force,
and individual project reports are available
through Public Technology, Inc. in
Washington, DC.
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APPENDIX B
PUBLIC/PRIVATE FINANCING WORKSHOPS
Appendix B contains a summary of the
proceedings from the public/private
financing workshops held during 1987 as
part of the USHUD Phase II project. The
purpose of the workshops was to explore
various public/private financing measures
which could be used to support community
energy management projects. These
workshops were held for the energy staff
of the four local governments participating
in the USHUD Phase II project:
o

o

o

o

Robert D. Miller, Supervising
Planner
Michael K. Brandt, Program
Development Manager
Lynnette F. Brouwer, Planner
Hennepin County, MN
Joseph Gentile, Assistant Manager
of Solid Waste
Kansas City, MO
Richard P. Kuo, Director of Policy
Analysis
Peter Fusaro, Project Manager
New York City, NY
John F. Deakin, Director
San Francisco, CA

WO RK SHO P
I:
" PUBLIC /PRI VATE
ENTREPRENEURIAL FINANCING
WO RK SHO P"
January 22-23, 1987
Washington, DC
"Community Development Block Grant and
Urban Development Action Grant Paybacks
and Their Use For Energy Projects" -- Bernard Manheimer, Energy Management
Specialist, Energy Division, USHUD

Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG)
Mr. Manheimer began with a general discussion of the CDBG program: it was es49

tablished in 1974 by Congress to aid in the
development of viable urban communities.
He noted the differences between larger
"entitlement" localities and smaller communities which compete for funds within
their states. Eligible activities include disposal of property, street improvements,
water and sewer facilities, and rehabilitation of private property. It is important to
note that using CDBG funds for the construction of housing is not eligible;
rehabilitation of existing housing is
eligible, however.
In 1981, CDBG legislation was modified to
specify how CDBG funds may be used for
energy-related activities. The major energy
ac tiv it ie s wh i ch ar e elig ib le fo r C DB G
funds include:
o
o
o

Energy generation and distribution;
Bu ild in g e n erg y re tro fit; an d
Community energy strategies.

It is important to note in reference to the
last eligible activity that the USHUD
Energy Division is currently stressing
project and/or area specific initiatives
rather than "global, comprehensive"
strategies.
All activities that use CDBG as financial
support must be done primarily for the
benefit of low and moderate income persons (generally interpreted as 51% of the
benefit accruing to low and moderate income persons). Other criteria which apply
to activities supported by CDBG include
the following:
o

The activities must be used to
prevent or eliminate slums and
blight. Although CDBG funds
cannot be used directly for new
housing construction, they can be
used to support clearance or the
development of infrastructure.

•

( C oCHAPTER
n s t r u c t i o n o f4h o u s i n g o f l a s t
resort is eligible).

o

Be used to meet an urgent need that
poses a threat to the health or safety
of a community where no other
funds are available.

One last important note was made by Mr.
Manheimer: CDBG is the only federal
funding source that can be used to match
other federal funds.
UDAG Pavbacks have a growing potential
for use as locally flexible funding sources.
UDAG's are u su ally g rants to a lo cality
which then loans the money to project
sponsors. The loan pay back may be used
by the locality in the same way it uses
CDBG fund s. With reg ard to th e UDAG
Program:
o

Seventy-five percent of all (past and
current) UDAG projects require a
payback in the form of loan repayments, lease payments or equity participation.

o

The percentage of projects requiring
a repayment has increased from 37
percent of FY 1978 projects to 94
percent of FY 1984 projects.

o

Fifty-seven percent of total UDAG
program dollars awarded through
March, 1984 are to be repaid -usually with interest.

o

Total repay ments, including principal and interest, from currently
obligated projects are estimated to
be at least $3.0 Billion.

o

Total repayment volume will accelerate in future years as more
recent projects (which have higher
percentages of paybacks and dollars
to be repaid) reach the stage when
repayments are to begin.

o

Of 330 projects surveyed by the U.S.
Office of Management and Budget
(OMB), 68 percent have earmarked
actual or anticipated repayments for
economic development purposes,

with the balance for other CDBG
eligible activities.
o

Of 117 cities surveyed by OMB, 59
percent have or plan to establish
revolv ing loan fund s to recy cle
UDAG repayments for economic
development.

o

Finally, it should be noted that in
FY 1984 and all future years, the
magnitude of contractual and actual repayments will increase significantly.

As final comments, Mr. Manheimer also
stated that:
If you are a community with a
high formula of "Need", you
should continue to focus on UDAG
programs; and

o

Try to focus heavily on "UDAGtype" strategies that LEVERAGE
private investment -- the technique
h a s d e mo n s t r a t e d i t s v a l u e , a n d
should work regardless of the
eventual continuation, discontinuation, or modification of
UDAG from its current form.

o

"Utility Conservation Programs" -- Duane
Gautier, Manager, Conservation Programs,
Potomac Electric Power Company

Mr. Gautier began with some general comments on the use of EXXON and Stripper
Well funds, then discussed technical assistance services available from utilities.
A key comment which Mr. Gautier made on
utility-provided assistance and audit services is that many utilities do the things that
they feel are needed, not necessarily the
things that are needed by the businesses or
industries receiving the assistance or audit.
PEPCO attempts to work closely with both
the District of Columbia Energy Office
and the business or industry client to meet
his/her needs. Mr. Gautier also made comments on the financing of energy services,
emphasizing three elements important in
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that PEPCO sponsors for its customers. All
emphasize end-use management.

loan or other capital formation for conservation activities:
o

o

o

Energy program sponsors can reduce
bank loan origination and carrying
costs through discussions with
banks, through buy-downs or support of origination costs from State
Energy Conservation Programs
funds.
Utilities can aid in the collection
and payback of monies to the bank
from an energy loan. Utilities can
emphasize arrangements where the
business client pays the utility and
utility pays the bank, which reduces
carrying charges.

PEPCO has recently completed a survey for
future actions with business and industry
(smaller sizes). Survey consisted of:
o

What technologies exist and are
appropriate;

o

What are attitudes of clients -conservation or load management?;

o

What is the decision process; i.e.
who makes the decisions regarding
energy projects, and how do they
view energy projects?; how important is an investment in energy
conservation versus other investments for the client? What factors
and costs affect the "Buy Decision"
within this market? This last
point is the key -- helps define
client needs and why some have
not participated.

For security for the loan, energy
program sponsors can reduce risk
for the bank by establishing backup guarantees (possibly from CDBG)
to strengthen security for the loan.

A key in establishing any energy conservation program is an effective technical assistance team that focuses not just on the
audit, but also on audit implementation,
financing, and repayment, in a manner that
appeals to clients and lowers cost of
financing. As example, PEPCO sponsors an
arrangement in Washington, DC with
several banks whereby PEPCO buys down
the interest rate and has no origination fees
to the client. The motivating factor for
PEPCO in this program is the concept of
"Conservation Power Plants," a concept that
saves money for PEPCO over the long run.
PEPCO also supports and pays for some
technical services through communitybased organizations, from the realization
that smaller businesses and industries often
have no access to such services at
reasonable costs.

Results from survey will aid definition of
the technology, the incentive for investment by the client, and who in the business
should be approached to market conservation effectively.
Mr. Gautier then addressed the three ways
that upper management can become interested in conservation:

PEPCO's incentive to spend money and
time on these programs is the obvious one
of leveling demand and decreasing the long
term need for additional generating
capacity. The second is the less quantifiable incentive to be a "good corporate
citizen". Mr. Gautier also mentioned a list
of other demand management programs

o

The commercial and industrial
sector's health is vital to the
utility;

o

If the concerns and needs of the
customer are known and responded
to, PEPCO can reduce costs over
the long term -- this is most
important;

o

Services can be provided by
professional firms that are not a
part of PEPCO.

PEPCO has supported several energy
programs that reach low-income populations in conjunction with the D.C.
government:
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To increase effectiveness of
community-based organizations,
PEPCO paid the percentage of their
administrative costs that could not
be funded from Federal funds.
PEPCO put in about $1.2 million
that leveraged and supported about
$5 million in conservation, and this
was a key selling point for PEPCO
management.

D.C.; it is oversold now for its benefits and
PEPCO does not fund them. PEPCO's position is that it will support interconnections
if th ey h app en , bu t do es not fo ster su ch
systems now.
"Financing For Large Energy Projects" -Roger Feldman, Partner, Nixon, Hargrave,
Devans & Doyle
Mr. F e l d m a n f o c u s e d h i s c o m m e n t s o n
changes in project financing for large,
public energy projects, such as district
heating, cogeneration, and waste-to-energy
plants.

Founded the Community
Weatherization Fund in partnership
with the D.C. Community Trust to
do rehabilitation, conservation and
training as a business incubator for
community-based organizations.
They are leveraging EXXON funds,
and other Federal and foundation
funds to support this project. Types
of projects include weatherization
of single family and group homes,
homeless shelters, etc.

o

•

He stated that a major objective in any
large public financing is to bundle a series
of funds together in such a manner as to
assure repayment of all costs from operation s with a po sitiv e cash flo w. In su ch
financing, the buyer's credit and security is
a key since project financing is commonly
highly leveraged. The "buyer" in this case
is the buyer of the energy produced (as Con
Edison would buy energy on a guaranteed
contract from a cogeneration project). The
project leverages a small amount of equity
with a large amount of debt.

In the above, the key is having the
expertise to put a financial package
together and to have access from the
utility to some seed funds for
leveraging other contributions. As a
general example, PEPCO may place
$3,000 into a project that gets an
additional $15,000 from five other
contributors to implement the
project.

In the past there was a perception that support of cogeneration was essentially a support of conservation, especially for indu strial u ses, th at wou ld aid utilities in
meeting demands for electrical capacity (it
was the basis for original PURPA
legislation). Cogeneration was also supported by earlier tax laws that gave advantages through accelerated depreciation on
investment, and contracts for purchase by
utilities: both highly tax-leveraged means.
Co g en er at i o n wa s al s o su p p o rt e d b y in dustrial development bonds and other
fin an cing too ls. Th e co mb in ed effect o f
public equity support, rapid write-offs and
the like, gave much support to projects.

Mr. Gautier then discussed the business incentive for PEPCO to invest money in conservation. He reminded the audience that
most utilities are "community-minded"; the
point is to find a project for management
that "hits" this interest and emphasizes the
potential for economic development. Also,
utilities are currently involved with many
community affairs/public relations
projects, and it is important to re-focus the
utilities' efforts from things such as arts
councils to energy conservation.

Now, Mr. Feldman stated that the situation
is different:

Mr. Gautier d iscussed PEPCO's attitu de
toward district heating and cogeneration,
especially for smaller, individual building
cogeneration systems. PEPCO feels that
cogeneration is not really
technically/economically viable now in

o
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The utility market has changed,
with State PSC's altering formulas
for purchase of energy, current
implementation regulations for

•

•
•

PURPA, etc. These changes promise
to be much less supportive of
project financing; and
o

Most utilities have set up "PURPASubsidiaries" that are essentially unregulated sellers of power -- defacto
deregulation of utilities.

Mr. Feldman felt that beneficiaries of the
changes should be DHC systems and wasteto-energy projects, with emphasis by
u tilities on th e pub lic in terest asp ects of
the project. The specific impact is that
some utilities are now actually bidding on
such projects, and expect to gain substant i a l r e v e n u e s f r o m t h e n o n - e n e r g y c o mponents of the project: i.e., from service
fees for the disposal of waste and the like.
The current Tax Reform Act's impact on
privatization include:

contracts that have
purpose" elements.

Mr. Feld man th en d escrib ed what th ese
changes would mean for financing energy
projects:
o

First, the traditional structure for
public/private financing must be
looked at strongly, since additional
costs must be built in by the
private third party to compensate
for decreased returns caused by
changes in the act.

o

Lease and lease purchase elements
will be more highly emphasized
and with stronger contracts; but
will change in terms of duration,
and service elements.

Additional Impacts on Privatization:

On the equity side:
o

Act eliminates (1) fast depreciation
(ex cep t fo r w a st e-to -en erg y ), (2 )
energy credits, and (3) the benefits
of tax shelter and fast return on
investment;

o

Act requires that any gains from
passive investment can only be offset by passive losses from another
investment. That will change the
stru ctu re of fin an cing and inv estment and return on investment
needs; it will have especially negative impacts for the future of DHC.

o

Economics of many previous
privatization approaches will not
be as positive for both public and
private parties as they have been.
This will cause a much closer examination of the benefits of
private participation.

o

With the example given from the
current "Clean Water Act", Federal
support for public/private projects
may be in the form of seed money,
such as a revolving fund establishment, with the states acting as
bankers, creating "Infrastructure
Banks". From this it may be possible to further leverage these
public funds with additional
private investment.

o

We should also see more interest in
serv ice arrang emen ts where the
private contractor can do the service less expensively than the public
sector. In some cases, government
will require this analysis prior to
providing the service. This will
also apply to "shared savings" and
energy performance contracting.
The "trick" is to have a procure-

On the debt side:
o

"government

Act and other current Federal legislation places caps on total amount
of industrial development bonds and
other private use activity bond
amounts;

o

Act limits the tax benefits earlier
associated with interest and financing costs;

o

Act changes the treatment of lease
an d l e as e/p u rch as e ar r an g e me n t s
with private vendors and service
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ment requirement that requires the
private sector to invest, to guarantee
p erfo r man ce , an d to su b sid iz e th e
public risk in a project. Also,
should look at the ability of the
p riv a te p ar ty to g u ara n te e s e cu ri ty
if project does not work. Private
co mp an ie s c an b e in d u ced to t ak e
these risks.

o

o

Use of third party "credit
enhancement" is especially evident
now for Waste-to-Energy projects
and will probably spread to other
projects. This occurs where third
party lends its security to a project
th at o th er wi se may b e to o fin an cially risky for conventional financing.
Coming trend is the direct linkage
of public/private financing to
economic development. Currently,
there is a beginning "wave" that represents an opportunity with few
guidelines.
An example of this
would be credit companies beginning to say that "public-purpose"
contracting-out projects are of high
interest as a profit-making endeavor. Note: relate this to the earlier PEPCO point about the
deregulation of PURPA subsidiaries:
and the beginning of utilities to bid
on Waste-to-Energy and other
projects.

in the fields of planning, design,
permitting,
conservation,
comp reh en s iv e en erg y ma n ag e me n t,
and the development of energy and
energy resources -- $10 million
o

Loans to local jurisdictions to purchase, maintain, and evaluate
en e rg y eff ici en t eq u i p men t an d
small power production systems -$4 million

o

Energy staff training, operations,
and maintenance for several
California universities -- $4 million

o

Loans to school districts to purchase, maintain, and evaluate
en e rg y eff ici en t eq u i p men t an d
small power production -- $3 million

o

Support to the Department of
Transportation to continue the
Traffic Signal Timing program -$7:5 million

o

Support to the University of
California to provide technical assistance for agricultural energy extension services

o

A revolving loan fund for energy
conservation and alternative
energy projects -- $3 million

o

Demonstrations of existing and
n ew tillage and h arvesting techniques -- $ 1 million

o

Provide a small business energy assistance low interest revolving loan
program to fund the purchase of
equipment for alternative energy
technology projects -- $4 million

o

Support the purchase of flexible
fu el v eh icles fo r fleet op eration
and provide financial assistance to
public and private transit
operators for acquisition and
operation of methanol-powered
transit buses -- $5 million. Many

WORKSHOP II: "UTILITY AND
FINANCIAL EXPERTS"
March 12-14, 1987
San Francisco, California
"PVEA And Stripper Well Funds" -- Carroylin Threlkel, California Energy Division
Petroleum Violation Escrow Account
(PVEA) or Exxon oil overcharge funds will
be used for the following activities in
California:
o

Support to local governments for
staff training and support services
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of the above programs are grant
programs for which applicants must
submit applications.

CDBG funds are made by the cities themselves - for example in San Francisco, there
is a strong citizens' process which is used to make decisions about how CDBG funds are
to be used. The regional office reviews a
city's decisions on funds and monitors their
use.

Stripper Well funds will be used to:
o

o

Provide for the purchase and installation of air conditioning equipment
for schools which are being conv ert ed to y ear- ro u n d o p er at io n -$30 million

"Third Party Financing Of Energy
Projects" -- Wally McOuat, McOuat And
Associates

Provides for Controller's Office to
allocate funds directly to the
Department of Transportation.
DOT submits program plans,
progress reports and expenditures to
the California Energy Commission -$35 million

Mr. McOuat's area of expertise is
public/private financing of energy
projects. Joint ventures are common. He
does some feasibility studies and strategic
planning, but mostly focuses on getting
projects built. Most projects are energy
g en eration, district heating and coo ling
biomass, and all are over $1 million. Most
have a good security value where one can
measure costs and benefits, and where
project financing and cash flow analysis
are very well defined.

"Working With Utilities" -- Robin Calhoun,
Pacific Gas And Electric

Robin Calhoun discussed the best "tactics"
to u se in app ro aching on e's u tility . Sh e
suggested examining the utility's
motivations: many are investor-owned and
want to be good citizens and serve the
co mmu n ity . PG&E h as h ad sev eral lo an
programs for retrofit and energy efficient
appliances. Other programs for the nonresidential sector include joint ventures,
loaned executive programs, direct financing, and pilot programs.

In energy conservation projects, where a
city is planning to take a risk, such as in
insulation, lighting retrofit and energy
management, it can be difficult to predict
savings. It would be difficult to get thirdparty financing for this type of project.
Some examples of third-party financing of
DHC include the DHC system for the
University of San Diego (UCSD). In that
p ro je ct th e re wa s n o cap it al b u d g et, an d
the developer obtained the financing. The
lender provided 70% of the financing, the
owner 30%. The owner then sells energy to
UCSD at $2.50 per KW. The back-up power
is provided by San Diego Gas and Electric
even if it is not used.

Ms. Calhoun discussed PG&E's small business loan program. PG&E provides direct
rebates to small businesses because the loan
program was not popular with small
businesses. Rebates work better than loans
for small businesses, according to Ms. Calhoun. New York City and Con Edison also
have excellent energy/economic development programs, including business retention and attraction elements.

Mr. McOuat also described a lease/purchase
arrangement for a DHC sy stem. He concluded by stating that it is crucial to get
the right financiers. For an energy project
under 1/2 million dollars, it is almost impossible use with a third-party financing
arrangement.

"Using CDBG And UDAG Funds For
Energy Programs" -- Joel Posner, USHUD
Regional Office

Mr. Posner discussed eligible activities for
CDBG, which included projects that serve
low and moderate income persons, blight,
or an urgent need. CDBG funds do not
finance new construction.
Decisions on

A traditional lease/purchase arrangement
can work for a project under $100,000. A
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lighting retrofit
project 4might be financed
CHAPTER
with a lease/purchase arrangement, or a
straight municipal lease.
The toughest money to come by is the initial cost of the study, planning, and RFP.
However, the utility (PG&E) and the
California Energy Commission have given
money for feasibility studies.
The cities might explore using CDBG as the
security for the rent or lease payments, or
using CDBG to secure a share savings deal.

received energy audits. In this program,
the objective is to determine how effective
the audits were in encouraging companies
to adopt energy savings measures as well as
identify barriers and determine what services might be necessary to maximize conservation investments by business owners.

•

Currently Con Edison has a program of
discounted utility rates for certain areas,
such as the South Bronx and Brooklyn,
called the Area Development Rate Program.
"Audit Follow-up" -- Jim Hudson, Consultant, Con Edison

WORKSHOP III: "UTILITY AND CITY
SPONSORED ENERGY/ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS OF NEW
YORK CITY"
September 17-19, 1987
New York City, New York
"Utility-Sponsored Energy Programs" -Fred Oronstein, Consolidated Edison

Con Edison has been involved in energy
conservation for many years. The Save-AWatt Program, initiated in 1975, was one of
the first utility-sponsored conservation
programs in the nation. Some of their current programs include the Commercial and
Industrial Energy Audit program and the
Selected Network Rebate program.
The Commercial and Industrial Energy
Audit program is providing energy audits
to 400 customers with billing demands between 150 to 500 KW. The customers are
located in Brooklyn and Queens as well as
Westchester County. The audits deal with
all energy consumption within the customers facilities with the exception of
process loads. The objective of this
program is to determine the customer
response to free energy audits in terms of
the installation of recommended conservation options.
Con Edison is also working with The City
of New York on an analysis of a city sponsored audit Program that began in 1982.
Under the auspices of the New York City
program approximately 300 facilities

Mr. Hudson is doing a follow-up study on

300 audits which were conducted by the
City. Two hundred of the buildings are
under 10,000 square feet and many are
four story buildings. A very small percentage, one percent, are included in the SIC
codes for construction, food, textiles or apparel, pulp and paper. The rest fall into
the following categories: four percent are
in the printing industries; eight percent in
the chemical industries; 17 percent are in
fabricated metals and platers; three and a
half percent are non-electric machinery.
There is a wide mix of small companies.
Most of the measures recommended by the
audit are fairly simple: such as lighting
and space conditioning.

•

The State of New York co-funding another
3,000 Technical Assistance Energy audits
on buildings to be paid for out of the oil
overcharge fund. At least 50 percent of the
cost of the audit must be paid by the company.
"Financial Services Corporation, NYC" -Anna Lloyd, Financial Services Corporation, New York City

The Financial Services Corporation (FSC)
is a non-profit corporation that administers
economic development financing programs
such as CDBG, UDAG and EDA for the
City of New York. It also runs the IDA
and IRB programs, as well as the state
UDAG/EDA programs (the FSC sends applications to state for funds from those
programs.)
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An application can include improvements
to infrastructure, real estate, or working
cap it al. O t h er e lig ib l e a ctiv i ti e s fo r th e
state programs include:
o
o
o

•

•

The FSC is looking for capitalization from
utilities, state government, banks, foundations, corporations, or oil overcharge funds.
The loan program will target apparel,
printing industry, food processing, and metal working industries. It will also target
the following kinds of industries:

program development start-up costs
enterprise zones
three percent reduction in utility
bills for firms tied into eligibility.

o
o

Ms. Lloyd then described the loan program
to achieve energy savings. The staff of
FSC is currently negotiating for seed capital for the energy conservation loan
program. The FSC will focus on dollar
savings and structure the loan around
energy savings. They will look at financial
strength of businesses, but also energy
savin gs the bu sin ess could achiev e. Th e
loan program should not adversely affect
cash flow of businesses. The loan program
will be structured so that businesses can
reap initial benefits of conservation. Even
payments must be made throughout the
y ear b y th e b u sin es s:
it cannot be a
seasonal business.
There will be many
benefits to the City: for every job, the City
collects $2,000 in tax benefits (includes
sales and property taxes).

o
o

major manufacturers
those that have significant energy
costs
those that are most often being
squeezed out of Manhattan
those that are most likely to replace old equipment

FSC is trying to get $3 million in
capitalization for the loan program. They
will be targeting 36-45 businesses the first
year, and each loan will be six months to a
year or longer. The loan amount for each
loan will vary from $50,000 - $100,000.
The loan amount will be tied into energy
savings, borrower credit worthiness, need
for public support and other factors. This
will be a pilot program for the first 18
months and, if successful, expanded to an
ongoing program.
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APPENDIX C
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Energy Star

Each project in the USHUD-supported
Phase II Marketing and Financing Project
was provided with the technical assistance
of their choice as a result of participation
in this project. Types of technical assistance chosen by the participating jurisdictions included:
o
o

o
o

Austin's Energy Star program rates new
homes on their energy performance based
on envelope characteristics, equipment efficiency and solar orientation. The computer program BETA was designed specifically for the Austin program, and balances
information about each of these home
components to arrive at an overall rating.
A home receives points, which then translate in to a on e, two o r th ree star rating,
an d in to a d o ll ar s av in g s e sti m at e co mpared to a similar home built to the city
code.

site visits
professional design assistance by
firms skilled in developing marketing materials
experts on various energy technologies to make presentations at
workshops
assistance by energy firms in
reviewing program design

Energy Star is a voluntary program funded
entirely by utility monies. It's intent is to
save energy, provide better quality housing
stock, and give the consumer a standard
against which to judge available housing.

The following are detailed descriptions of
the technical assistance used by each local
government in the Phase II project.

Rating System

HENNEPIN COUNTY, MINNESOTA

Energy Star assigns points based on a composite of envelope characteristics, equipment efficiency and solar orientation. A
home built just to code gets zero points on
the scale, with 100-249 points being a one
star home, 250-399 a two star, and 400 or
more a three star home. The software also
tran sl at e s p o in ts in to an a ctu al g as an d
electric dollar-savings estimate over the
base case, or code house. A recent comparison of predicted versus actual
electricity use averaged only 2% variance
overall, although individual variance was
sometimes much greater or less, indicating
effects of life style. The estimating process
has since been revised, further increasing
accuracy.

Technical assistance employed by Hennepin
energy staff:
o

o

Site visit to Austin, Texas to examine the Austin Energy Star
program
Development of marketing brochure
on energy efficient construction for
new homebuyers.

The following descriptions were written by
Lynnette F. Brouwer, former Planner,
Department of Environment and Energy,
Hennepin County, Minnesota.
I.

Site Visit to Austin. Texas, August
6-7, 1987

The BETA program does not analyze costeffectiveness or perform cost-benefit cal-

The purpose of the site visit was to explore
methods of marketing new homes for their
energy efficiency, and generally increase
our familiarity with the Austin rating
program to enhance our project.
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culations. Both labor and material costs
can vary enough between suppliers and
subcontractors that to make such an
analysis accurate and therefore useful,
would be very complicated with data updated frequently. So the rating is based entirely on energy-efficiency, giving builders
and buyers a standard against which to
judge whether cost/price is consistent with
value.

local new housing. Austin's energy code has
an overall U-value requirement, so a
variety of different designs and component
combinations could all meet the code.
The city code became effective only two
years ago and Energy Star was implemented
shortly after. As these changes are so recent,
and means of meeting the code are
flexible, builders are still experimenting
with ways to meet the code and achieve
one, two or three star ratings.

Typically a one star home would include
R-30 insulation in the ceiling, R-13 in the
walls, a moderate amount of glass, single or
double pane windows, no sky lights or
black shingles, low-flow shower and faucet
heads, and medium-efficiency heating (75%
AFUE) and cooling units (9.5 EER). Ways
to increase a home's rating including minimizing or eliminating windows to the east
and west, using light colored roofs and exterior walls, installing double-pane windows throughout, increasing wall and ceiling insulation, and upgrading heating and
cooling equipment. Builders may also conduct blower door tests at their own expense. If the home is demonstrated by the
test to be tighter than the standard entered
in the BETA program, it will score additional points in the rating system.

Energy Star staff seem to have an excellent
relationship with city building inspection
personnel. This is essential, as Energy Star
inspectors often make site visits to determine and verify construction details necessary to rate the home, and building inspection personnel could conclude that Energy
Star staff are overstepping their bounds.
Both Energy Star and building inspection
are in the same jurisdiction, i.e. city
government, thereby enhancing communication. Also, Energy Star inspector
Royal Johnson is a former city Building inspector, and before that worked construction for a local building firm. His experience in both inspection and construction, and rapport with individuals, departments and firms involved, greatly enhances
the workability of the program.

Information to determine the rating is
generally taken from drawings. Appliance
and mechanical system specifications are
verified on-site as are exterior colors and
solar orientation. In addition to insulation
values, mechanical systems and solar orientation information, the BETA program will
also accept and compute data on lighting,
t e m p e ra t u r e s e t p o i n t s , w i n d o w s a n d
skylights, and estimated use of gas and
electric appliances. Default numbers are
entered for such items as lighting and indoor temperature, unless the builder supplies specific information that may increase the rating of the home. The
software program balances all elements
against each other, giving some elements
greater and others lesser value in the overall energy rating of the home.

Builder Participation
Builders are generally receptive to Energy
Star, due in part to the poor housing
market. On a downswing for several years
now, local experts still aren't sure it's hit
bottom. Existing homes, lost in foreclosure
and resol d below market value, have
greatly affected the new housing market.
But existing homes do not need to comply
with the energy code, so meeting or exceeding the code can be an excellent marketing
tool for builders.
Builder Participation Energy Star progman

Context As Texas has no state-wide energy
code for new construction, implementing a
city code in Austin has been essential to
upgrading and establishing a standard in
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Program reaches builders one-on-one through
telephone contacts and construction site
visits. Doug Seiter stresses the program
needs to be convenient for builders, and
inspector Royal Johnson brings the
program out to the field, setting
appointments or dropping in on builders at
the site unannounced.
Field-going personnel briefly introduce
Energy Star and then follow up with
details once the builder has had a chance to
look over program brochures. Word of
mouth between builders, local advertising,
and display of the energy star logo on
specific homes and in development areas
also helps to pique builders' interest so
when they are introduced to the program
by a city official, the concept is not entirely new to them.
Marketing

•
•

The Resource Management Department
markets Energy Star and participating
builders through paid advertising in local
publications, and phone calls and informal
meetings with builders. Full color
brochures designed for builders and buyers
are available for distribution and upon
request.
Staff are also beginning to work with consumers to encourage them to demand
energy standards in the housing they buy.
This is as a result of observations that
present buyers, unlike those a decade ago,
have come to expect and therefore assume
that new homes are energy efficient. So
encouraging buyers to continue to ask
energy-related questions is an important
part of increasing energy efficiency in new
homes, and spreading the word about
Energy Star.
Another new emphasis is the "Home of the
Week." Energy Star managers select at random any house that has rated at least one
star, as the Energy Star "Home of the
Week." The builder can then use this
designation to advertise and emphasize
energy-saving features of that particular
house, and generally draw attention to the
firm and the development where the house
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is located. This is a recent addition to the
Energy Star program and is well-received
by participating builders. It's also viewed
and used by program officials as an additional incentive for builders to participate
in Energy Star.
Energy Star staff are presently working
with the Department program evaluation
staff to develop a method and guidelines to
gather specific market-related information.
With a body of solid data regarding potential new-home buyers in Austin, staff will
be able to plan and implement additional
marketing programs and techniques.
Effects

Energy Star is affecting local construction
in at least two ways. The most obvious effect is on builders who are participating in
the program, and are modifying their
homes to make sure they rate at least one
star, or to improve their initial ratings.
These builders are learning new, and sometimes easy, ways to improve the energy efficiency of their homes.
This program also seems to be affecting
builders who are not presently having their
homes Energy Star rated. Royal and I
stopped at a home being built by a firm
whose homes did not even rate at one star a
year ago. At that time the builder decided
not to pursue the program further. The
home we visited had good site orientation,
light colored exterior siding and shingles,
double pane windows, and caulking around
exterior wall and ceiling penetrations.
Royal suspected this home may receive two
stars if rated and planned to contact the
builder, encouraging him to have one of his
new homes rated for information purposes.
One builder who came in contact with the
program, opted out of participation, but
still improved construction methods and
materials; there may be others.
In Summary
Generally the Energy Star program helps
cast a pleasant light on complying with the
city building code -- the city code is mandatory, Energy Star is voluntary. Energy

•

•

Star staff CHAPTER
work with the4 builders to help
them achieve greater energy efficiency in
their new homes through overall design,
and in selection of construction methods
and materials.
Builder participation is already high and
continues to increase. The rating system
gives builders a marketing tool which can
help them get an edge in a down market.
The program seems to have a positive
image internally, in the building commu n ity , and amo ng con su mers. And it's
having a significant effect on the quality
and energy efficiency of local residential
construction.
Application to Hennepin County Project
A major difference between Energy Star
and the Energy Enhancements project is
the question of cost-effectiveness. The
focus of Hennepin County's project is to
improve energy-efficiency of low to
moderately priced new housing, while
keeping costs in that lower range. To do
that, recommendations had to take costeffectiveness into account.
And that does make things fuzzy, as
E n e r g y S ta r s t a f f c o n c l u d e d w h e n t h ey
decided to establish a rating system speaking strictly to materials and methods, and
let th e b uilder and buy er d eal with co st
issues in their own ways. Energy Star is a
mu ch clean er sy stem in this reg ard, but
do es not sp eak directly to th e matter of
achiev ing goo d qu ality en ergy efficient
housing in the lower price ranges. It does
seem, however, to be having an indirect effect in this regard in the Austin area, in
that while some large scale builders of
lower cost housing continue to squeak by,
barely meeting code requirements, others
are gradually incorporating energy enhancing features identified in the Energy Star
rating system. There are certain local conditions though, which contribute to this effect.

Those conditions in Texas and Austin include lack of a statewide energy code and a
very poor housing market. These are both
opposite of our situation here in Minnesota
and Hennepin County. The poor housing

market is a strong incentive to builders to
u se th e r at in g sy st e m to g e t an ed g e o n
their competition. If they adopt just
enough of the lower cost measures to rate
even one star, they have an added marketing tool. Right now in the Twin Cities
metropolitan area, the new housing industry is booming. This spring a realtor
observed, "The largest problem we foresee
this year is not enough homes to sell." The
shortage in previously owned homes,
coupled with good interest rates and a
pent-up demand from buyers, means an excellent market for new homes. "Everyone
with a hammer is calling themselves a
builder these days," said a new home sales
person last week. And with that kind of
market, builders generally want to put up
homes and sell them, not deal with trying
out new ways to improve their product.
While Energy Star gives points for envelope
characteristics -- materials used in construction and their R-value -- there is some
doubt as to whether the best way to achieve
energy efficiency past a certain point, is
through upgrading materials. Builder
guidelines resulting from the "Energy Efficient House Research Project" conducted by
Minnesota's Department of Energy and
Economic Development in 1985-86,
addressed heat distribution sy stems, air
leakage through exterior envelopes, and
application and use of insulation. Both the
air leakage and insulation guidelines speak
to quality of material used and installation.
We are finding the same thing to be true in
our Energy Enhancements project, that is,
that on ce reason able b ase stand ard s are
achieved for energy efficiency in construction, the next most important thing to do is
t o m a k e s u r e r e q u i r e d ma t e r i a l s a r e i n stalled properly.
Among other things, Minnesota's energy
code calls for a continuous vapor barrier
and insulation equaling R-38 in the ceiling,
R-20 in exterior walls, and R-5 over the entire foundation wall or R-10 above grade to
the frostline. In fact, technical specifications of builders involved in the Hennepin
County project, indicate up to R-50 ceiling
insulation, R-23 wall insulation, and R-14

•
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buyers today don't really care about energy
efficiency like they did in the 70's, our
more informed conclusion now is that they
do care, but don't talk about it much because they assume energy efficiency is
built into the new Minnesota home. To an
extent, they are correct. The state has a
solid energy component to its building
standpoint. But as we looked at enhancing
energy efficiency beyond the building
code, we learned that installation and application of required materials is a
frequently overlooked, but key element in
achieving cost-effective energy efficiency.
This brochure will help the buyer who assumes energy efficiency is built in, understand that simply meeting materials
specifications doesn't necessarily mean
energy efficiency.

foundation insulation.
The question,
however, is not one of technical
specifications; rather it is one of quality
installation. Simply increasing R-value of
insulation does not guarantee that it won't
be compressed around wires, pipes and
other intrusions to the wall cavity, or that
gaps won't be left when a batt doesn't fit
just right. And requiring a "continuous
vapor barrier" but not inspecting the home
just prior to sheetrocking and specifically
for the condition of that vapor barrier,
does not guarantee tears and seams will be
sealed. This is where attention needs to be
placed now -- on careful and proper installation and use of required energy enhancing materials.
Royal Johnson, Energy Star inspector, indicated they are approaching this point with
their program as well, but noted quality is
much harder to monitor for technical specs.
And at that point, the nebulous but agreedupon boundaries between building inspector and energy program inspector get even
h a z i e r. T ra i n i ng a nd mo n i t ori ng fo r
quality are an important, perhaps essential,
next step, but internal government politics,
builder reputations, and the mindset that
technology rather than technique offers the
quickest and best solution, must all be dealt
with. It's a complicated shift of direction,
but one which needs to be looked at in
areas where technical requirements are
adequate.

Then there are the people who do ask questions about energy efficiency, and who
frequently visit the site while their home is
under construction. They generally ask
about R-factors, and less often, about furnace efficiency and windows. They watch
their home being built, but usually don't
know what they're seeing and how it translates into energy efficiency. This brochure
will help those people identify additional
questions to ask to garner the information
they need, and monitor their home's construction with an informed eye.
Still other buyers gather pieces of information and use them to draw blanket
stereotypic conclusions about whether a
builder's homes are energy-efficient. An
excellent example is the 2 x 6/2 x 4 piece
of information. "They know we build 2 x
6," said a salesperson, "and they equate that
with energy efficiency." On the other
hand, a builder who frames with 2 x 4's
continually fights the assumption that his
homes are less energy efficient, although
the technical R-factor in walls and ceiling
is as great as, or greater than, that in the 2
x 6 framed home. This brochure will give
those buyers information which can help
them move beyond this simplistic decisionmaking process to one which will really
help them determine degree of energyefficiency in new homes.

The purpose of the brochure (see Appendix
D) is to identify key elements enhancing,
or detracting from, energy efficiency in
new homes. The brochure focuses on construction practices buyers can, and probably should, personally monitor during the
building process. At the very least, the
brochure will introduce buyers to new
questions they can ask to determine the actual energy efficiency of their new home.
It will also augment the existing building
energy code, by providing consumers with
useful information on how energy efficiency can be enhanced in new homes.
This approach to marketing for energy efficiency is being taken for several reasons.
First, while our initial assumption was that
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Then there is the builder. Minnesota has a
mandatory building energy code, but how
are such codes really enforced? While inspectors attempt to enforce every aspect of
the building code, the integrity of a continuous vapor barrier and careful installation of fiberglass batts to prevent air
bypasses, may take lower priority than
structural considerations. But as consumers
become more knowledgeable about
materials and methods requirements and
practices, they also begin to perform an enforcement function. If the buyer demands
a quality product, and knows what a
quality product is, then the builder is more
inclined to provide it, regardless of
requirements. This brochure will augment
consumer information to achieve greater
builder compliance with existing requirements and generally enhance quality of
new home construction.

methodically "phase out" existing district
heating energy systems due to a lack of
commitment to maintain the systems. This
planned phase out is giving owners a
license to pull out of the steam supply
business through very careful legal and
operational maneuvers.

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

The current business plan of KCPL has
been somewhat of a relief to many steam
customers. Their generous offer to install
free electric boilers in steam customer locations has attracted them as well as their
competitor, Kansas Power & Light Gas
Service Company. Both are looking to attract new heat customers from the demise
of the district steam system.

Technical assistance employed by Kansas
City staff:
o

Workshop on district heating and
cooling in general; and the options
available to Kansas City's steam
customers, in specific.
Audience: steam customers of current Kansas City Power and Light
owned DHC system.

The following description was written by
Joseph Gentile, Administrative Officer,
Solid Waste Division, Kansas City, Missouri.
District Heating and Cooling Workshop for
Steam Customers, July 29, 1987, Kansas

City, Missouri.

The Kansas City system (over 80 years old)
is plagued with financial problems, specifically being unable to turn a profit. It has
genuine line loss problems, operational efficiency problems, and maintenance
problems stemming from a non-committed
attitude toward steam production. Excessive capacity is directly related to rising
per unit costs and Kansas City Power and
Light's (KCPL) desire to phase out the
steam system. KCPL has petitioned to the
Missouri Public Service Commission
(MPSC) for a phase out of the existing District Heating System as it exists today.

A widely publicized fact about district
heating systems is that it can provide high
density occupancy with inexpensive heat,
while conserving energy and improving air
quality. Yet, the current national trend of
local-investor owned utilities has been to
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The individual customers have been reluctant to invest capital in an on-site generation system. Most steam customers are
nearing the critical decision to convert to
an alternative heating system. The key
factors in choosing a new system is investment return and first cost. All these factors have brought the focus of this project
to the point of action on the part of City
Hall.
Kansas City, Missouri is currently conducting a feasibility study to determine the
present condition and demand of the
downtown district heating systems and customers. From this study we plan to
develop a project to continue the present
system or develop a replacement system. In
addition t o t h i s s t u d y , w e d e c i d e d t o
h a v e a workshop to educate the steam
customers to their options in this dying
system.

Background

•

•

•
•

in g wh i ch wa s req u e s ted b y K C PL. Th e

We wanted to educate the district steam
customers to the economic benefits of
remaining on the system. This is in lieu of
replacing their existing steam system with
newer more expensive stand alone boilers
or HVAC systems.

workshop provided a balance of information for those who seemed severely
restricted in their decision process. Most
importantly, the workshop was intended to
truly educate the steam customer about alternatives regarding choices for heating
and cooling.

WORKSHOP
1.

The information gathered during the
workshop preparation and the actual result
of the event will be utilized by the consultants doing the feasibility study for the
City o f K a n sa s. Th ey wil l r efo c u s th ei r
proposal to reflect the workshop findings.

Technical Assistance Providers

Bernie Manheimer, HUD
William Hanselman, Resource
Development Association
Ron Sundberg, Springsted
Incorporated
Paul Mydler, Bi-States Development
Michael Howard, Attorney
Jack Kattner, Minneapolis Energy
Center
Jerry Finnegan, Attorney
Ken Clark, Burns & McDonnell
Doug Criner, Burns & McDonnell
Floyd Collins, Department of
Energy
Bob Brickner, GBB
Tom Brown, Burns & McDonnell
James Hall, Burns & McDonnell
2.

Support from DOE and HUD was plentiful.
The efforts of Floyd Collins and Bernie
Man h ei me r to b rid g e re so u r c es fo r th i s
project was a key factor. We relied on
their judgment to bring together the right
mix of experience that they could present
to the subject in a way that would convince
the customer base of the alternatives
remaining open to them.

Problem Addressed

Conduct an educational process to
address the issues surrounding the
recent request by Kansas City Power
& Light Co. to the Missouri Public
Service Commission to phase out
over the next four years service to
steam customers remaining on the
system.
Th e wo rk s h o p p ro v i d ed u n iq u e l ea rn in g
process that created stimulus for the steam
customers. It provided a means for them to
view first-hand alternatives that have been
reached by other cities with similar
problems.

The type of information that was necessary
to provide stimulus to the customer centered around heating costs. But some very
important associated information was also
necessary for a better understanding of the
project.H a v i n g a l l t h e s e f a c t s p r e s e n t e d
t o t h e downtown steam customers gave them
the opportunity to avoid being acted upon
by the power company. They have a chance
to take an initiative and keep something
very few other cities have, a fairly good
operating district steam heating system. It is
and will be one of the cheapest fuels for
heat. This is a chance to remain
competitive in th e fu tu r e. K a n sa s Ci ty
n eed s to a ct n o w to b e su r e o u r en e rg y
fu tu r e r e m ain s af fordable.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK T e c h n i c a l
a s s i s t a n c e e m p l o y e d b y N e w York City
energy staff:

Technical assistance providers presented
views on marketing steam, comparisons between steam and gas and electric for purposes of fuel costs. They also gave a view
of the events leading up to the public hear-

o
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Review of proposed energy conservation loan program by an
energy financial consultant

•

ticular d etail was g iven to cog en eratio n

[Written by Peter Fusaro]

The second day's presentation concerned an
in-depth evaluation of the City's proposed
energy conservation loan program. Areas
covered included: how to enhance technical data for reasonableness, accuracy, and
verification; how to monitor savings for
p ay back criteria; and mo st imp o rtan tly ,
how to establish baseline energy cost
savings as a yardstick to structure the first
two to th r ee y e ar s o f th e lo an p ro g ra m.
Moreover. Mr. Hyfantis recommended using
simple projects with proven technologies to
initially show off the benefits of the
program and minimize risk. Specifically,
he mentioned boilers and lighting retrofit
projects. He also highlighted some of the
pitfalls of energy conservation financing
projects. These included little control over
the quality of the energy audit, little collateral available from equipment once its
installed, the need for a service contract to
maintain equipment, and the failure to
cover project contingencies from delays,
process changes and changes to energy and
cost baseline estimates.

Review of Financial Services Corporation
Loan Program, September 14 and 16, 1987.

New York City's HUD/PTI technical assistance involved hiring an energy financial
consultant to assist city officials in the
development of our proposed energy conservation loan program. The form of this
technical assistance consisted of two fullday seminars at the NYC Financial Services Corporation (FSC), the City's not-forp ro fit eco n o mi c d ev elo p me n t fin an cin g
agency. The technical assistance was held
on September 14 and 16, 1987 at FSC. The
seminar was given by John Hyfantis, a
noted energy consultant in the New YorkNew Jersey area, and president of Energistics, Inc. a consulting firm specializing in
promoting energy savings. Over twenty
professionals from FSC and the NYC
Energy Telecommunications Office
(ENERTEL) participated in the presentations made by Mr. Hyfantis.
ENERTEL provided a statement of work to
the consultant that identified specific tasks
that were to be performed in preparation
for th e semin ars and th e top ic areas for
discussion with the City. These tasks
includ ed : (1 ) reviewing the d raft of the
loan program proposal focusing specifically
on company eligibility criteria and technical data requirements necessary to evaluate
projects for financing; (2) assessing the
extent to which energy efficient process
technologies can yield dollar savings that
can be relied on for monthly loan
payments; (3) review of loan programs in
other states; (4) identifying problems in
establishing a loan program; and (5)
providing audit samples of printing, apparel, or food processing industries.

•

The information obtained by the technical
assistance will be very useful in the Year 8
project because it will aid City
financial/economic development measures
in the structuring of an energy conservation loan program by identifying specific
energy technologies, issues and problem
solving approaches.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

Technical assistance employed by San
Francisco energy staff:
o

The first day's presentation consisted of an
overview of energy systems. These included lighting, energy management systems, heat recovery, cogeneration, motor
replacement and thermal storage. Par-

District heating and cooling
workshop for the developers of the
Mission Bay Redevelopment area,
City planning department, and
other city officials.

[Written by John Deakin, Director, Energy
Conservation Bureau, PUC]
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tify and discuss some of the important
issues affecting the implementation of
DHC at Mission Bay with people who could
answer many of the questions. A final goal
was to stimulate enough interest in DHC so
we could then go to the important players
t o a sk for h e l p i n fu n d i n g an i n i ti al
feasibility study for the project.

Mission Bay District Heatine and Cooling
Workshop, October 19, 1987
Background

As part of the design of an energy plan for
the Mission Bay redevelopment area, San
Francisco is studying the feasibility of
developing a modern district heating and
cooling system. Mission Bay is an area of
approximately 300 acres south of the traditional downtown financial district which
the Santa Fe Pacific Realty Corporation
plans to redevelop. A significant amount
of new commercial and residential growth
i s p rop o s e d o v e r th e n e xt fe w y ea rs
(including affordable housing). This land
is presently under utilized as railroad yards
and associated businesses which will be replaced by housing and mixed commercial
uses.

The speakers included Gordon Bloomquist,
Monica Westerlund, John Nimmons and
Wallace McOuat. Their presentation topics
are given in the attached agenda. One key
speaker was unable to attend the workshop
at the last moment, but Andrew Euston
spoke on his subject of economic development.
Other workshop participants
included representatives of the local utility,
Pacific Gas and Electric; representatives
of Santa Fe Pacific Realty Corp., the
primary developer of Mission Bay; and
representatives from City government
agencies such as City Planning and Public
Utilities Commission.

District Heating and Cooling (DHC) is the
centralized generation of thermal energy
for distribution and use in individual
buildings. It can provide an economical
and efficient supply of energy to most of
the new commercial and residential construction that will take place over the next
few years in Mission Bay. DHC can
provide thermal energy at lower prices and
can greatly reduce initial capital investment costs to building developers. Additionally, DHC could lower annual energy
expenditures and operation and maintenance costs to building owners.

Content of the Workshop

The topics covered in the workshop are
shown in the agenda following this narrative. Pertinent points made are summarized below. District heating and
cooling is a proven, reliable method of
heating and cooling buildings. The
benefits
of
DHC
include:
o-lower energy, operating, and maintenance costs,
o
lower building construction costs,
o
increased usable space in buildings,
o
freer, more attractive design alternatives for architects,
o
reduced insurance costs,
o
flexibility in fuel choice,
o
improved air quality,
o
community self-sufficiency,
andeconomic development
benefits. Mission Bay shows
promise for DHC because:
o
Buildings could be designed from
the outset to use DHC.
o
Reduced distribution net costs
from combined trenching.

Type of Assistance Provided

The Technical Assistance provided by
USHUD consisted of financial support to
bring a number of nationally recognized
authorities on District Heating and Cooling
(DHC) to San Francisco. They participated
in a workshop on DHC designed to persuade the developers of the Mission Bay
redevelopment area and City government
decision makers that DHC at Mission Bay is
technically practical and financially viable
way of heating and cooling buildings, with
many other benefits as well. In addition,
San Francisco energy staff planned to iden67
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Phasing of system can match phasing of development, and
Favorable heat density and mixed
building uses.

For the Mission Bay project developer, district heating and cooling can be packaged
with the overall plan to enhance project
marketability. DHC will become even more
attractive during the 20 year construction
period at Mission Bay.
All the benefits mentioned previously will
directly or indirectly benefit the City.
While the economic development spin-off
of DHC projects is hard to predict, many
cities are using DHC to promote and direct
redevelopment.
The local utility, Pacific Gas and Electric,
expressed a strong desire to serve Mission
Bay with DHC. PG&E is currently doing
an initial DHC assessment. They also
expressed interest in coordinating the
analysis with the other interested participants. HEATPLAN, a computer model
available from the Washington State
Energy Office, would be a useful tool for
this initial feasibility analysis.
It is important to structure the system so
that some entity has the incentive to see it
through to completion. Ownership of the
system is the key issue; it could be owned
by a public entity (municipality or special
u se d istrict), a priv ate en tity (u tility or
DHC developer), or a combination of the
two. Different institutional, legal, and
regulatory issues apply to each type of
ownership. These issues should be investigated in any feasibility study.
At this time, it appears the City lacks the
political will and skill to be the primary
owner of DHC system. The two most attractive options are:
PG&E wholly or in conjunction
with someone else.
a city-encouraged public or private
non-profit developer.
If an a ly sis sh o w th at th er e ar e e co n o mi c
benefits in DHC at Mission Bay, it can

p ro b ab ly b e f in an c ed . Th e f in a n cin g al ternatives are tied to the type of ownership
cho sen. Ho wev er, timin g is cru cial. The
study needs to be done now, and the actors
in the project will have to start making
commitments.

•

Reactions of various players
Du ring th e wo rk shop , time was set aside
for discussion. The most interesting reaction came from a representative of the
p ro je ct d e v elo p er an d majo r l a n d o wn e r,
Santa Fe Pacific Realty Corporation. His
concerns are as follows:
how DHC would affect phasing of
development;
no interest on their part in entering into the energy business;
d o es n o t w an t to mak e co mmi tments to using a DHC system;
marketing of buildings or of parcels to be developed with constr ain t o f u sin g DH C , sin ce in dividual developers will have different attitudes towards DHC;
future technologies may provide
more attractive heating and cooling options; and
up front costs to the developer are
a key issue.

o
o
o
o

o
o

All of these concerns were addressed by
other workshop participants. Perhaps the
mo st con tested issu e remaining was the
need for commitment, since a DHC
developer will need to have some commitments before initiating the construction of
a DHC system. All of these concerns give
direction to further work on the part of the
Bureau of Energy Conservation.

Its Value to the Project
The goals of the workshop were to 1) generate interest in DHC among city decisionmakers, the project developer, and other
players; 2) discuss some of the issues involved in its implementation; and 3) generate enough enthu siasm a mo ng th e p articipants in order to make it easier to app ro a ch th e m ab o u t f u n d in g a f ea sib ility
study.
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The following was written by Peter Fusaro, sy st e ms b e c au s e o f th e in t er es t o f so me
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results
were as
follows:
abilities
formerActual
Project
Manager,
New
York City New Yo rk Cit
y b u sinines srespond
es th at ing
h av etoapqu estion s and
providing guidance were the strongest part
o Telecommunications
The program generated
substantial
of the
Energy and
Office,
proached FSC
for workshop.
financing.
interest with the Department of
New York, NY.
City Planning. Ho wev er, the one
WORKSHOP AGENDA
other city decision maker present
was a substitute, and he was unable
Mission Bay District Heating and Cooling
to attend the entire workshop.
Workshop
o

There was substantial resistance to
DHC from the project developer.
While all of his concerns were more
than satisfactorily addressed, he
maintained an unwillingness to
pledge cooperation at this time.

October 19, 1987
11:00 AM to 3:00 PM
Kensington Park Hotel
450 Post Street
San Francisco, California
Purpose

o

The presentations and discussions
were extremely successful in identifying the options available and the
issues that need to be considered in
future work.

o

The workshop was a useful forum
for PG&E to present their interest
and ideas to the developer, the city,
and the experts who were able to
support that interest.

o

Whether there was enough interest
generated in order to fund a
feasibility study will become apparent in the coming weeks.
Depending on PG&E's initial findings, the company appears to be at
least one source.

o

While not a stated goal, the
workshop provided the Bureau of
Energy Conservation with some real
d ire ct io n f o r th e fu tu re.
Tasks
identified include 1) obtaining
HEATPLAN tool to analyze
feasibility as a supplement to
PG&E's work, 2) coordinating with
PG&E to clarify our role in th eir
work, 3) developing the necessary
support of major city government
officials, and 4) addressing the
concerns of the project developer.

Overall, the workshop was a success,
primarily because of the assistance
provided by the invited speakers. The
quality of their presentations and their
The symposium is organized by the City
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The purpose of this workshop is to
demonstrate to the developers of Mission
Bay and City government decision makers
that District Heating and Cooling (DHC) is,
at a minimum, a technically practical and
financially viable way of heating and cooling buildings. Furthermore, that when well
managed, DHC can contribute to the effective marketing of the Mission Bay project
area as a whole. Persons involved in the
planning, development, and operation of
some of the most modern and successful
DHC systems in the United States will be
coming to San Francisco to share their experience and knowledge with the Mission
Bay planning team.
Sponsors
and County of San Francisco Public
Utilities Commission, Bureau of Energy
Conservation. Financial assistance is being
p rovid ed by US Department of Hou sing
and Urban Development.
Overview
As part of the design of an energy plan for
the Mission Bay redevelopment area, San
Fran ci s co is s tu d y in g th e f ea s ib ility o f
developing a modern district heating and
cooling system. Mission Bay is an area of
almost 300 acres south of the traditional
downtown financial district which the
Santa Fe Pacific Realty Corporation plans
to redevelop. A significant amount of new

•

commercial and residential growth is
proposed over the next 15 to 20 years
(including affordable housing). At project
completion, the plan envisions almost seven
million square feet of office and light industrial uses, almost one million square
feet of other non-residential uses, and 7,000
to 8,000 housing units. This land is
presently under-utilized as railroad yards
and associated businesses which will be replaced by the housing and mixed commercial uses.

Monica Westerlund, Strategic Communications, St. Paul, Minnesota
An d r e w Eu sto n , O ff ic e o f En v iro n men t
and En ergy , US Department of Hou sing
and Urban Development, Washington, DC

The Mission Bay development has a number
of characteristics ideal for DHC system
development:

Public Utilities Commission

Fav o r ab l e b u ild in g a n d h e at lo a d
density,
Diverse building uses,
Reductions in distribution system
costs as piping can be installed prior
to street surfaces and sidewalks,
The new buildings can be designed
from the start to utilize district
energy,
A single developer owns most of the
site and will be developing a substantial number of the buildings.
Participants

Santa Fe Pacific Realty Corporation
Don Marini, Project Manager
Kerstin Magary, Project Manager
City and County of San Francisco

Lee Knight, representing Douglas Wright,
Director of Planning and Development
PUC/Bureau of Energy Conservation
John F. Deakin, Director
Jim Hanford, Project Manager
Department of City Planning
Lilia I. Medina, Associate Planner
Lois Scott
Bernie Choden, representing San Francisco
Tomorrow
Pacific Gas and Electric Company

Speakers

Lance Elberling, Director, Marketing and
Customer Relations, Steam Heating System
Dirk van Ulden, Manager, San Francisco
Division Marketing
Gwenn Hard in, Accoun t Execu tiv e, San
Francisco Division Marketing

R. Gordon Bloomquist, Washington State
Energy Office, Olympia, Washington.
John Nimmons, John Nimmons and Associates, Sausalito, California
Wallace McOuat, Hansen, McOuat and Associates, San Francisco, California
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APPENDIX D
HENNEPIN COUNTY BROCHURE

entilation hat to look for:
Should I be concerned?
If your search for a new home results in the
purchase of a well-built, energy-efficient one, it's
important to think about ventilation. Some
people advocate whole-house ventilation while
others maintain bath and kitchen exhaust fans
are sufficient; few disagree that bathroom and
kitchen ventilation is essential in new, tight
homes. Select quiet fans—you'll use them more
often because they won't be annoying while
running.

•

Exhausting cooking odors and excess humidity
will help keep your home's air healthy. Sealed
combustion or induced draft water heaters and
furnaces will do the same because they use air
directly from outside without separately installed
combustion air intakes.
It's possible to have an airtightness test
performed on your home to determine overall air
leakage, which is directly related to energy
efficiency. A variety of local professionals can
perform this test for a fee.

This brochure prepared by:
Hennepin County
Dept. of Environment & Energy
822 South 3rd Street—Suite 300
Minneapolis, MN 55415

IN NEW HOMES
Thinking of buying a new home? Not
sure what to look for?
It is hard to know where to start. That's
where this brochure can help. It won't
tell you everything about new homes, but
it will help you get started looking at
specific energy-conserving features and
thinking of questions to ask. Then as you
learn more about how new homes are put
together, there will be other things you'll
want to know.
The information in this brochure, is
targeted to help you find an energy
efficient new home. It's a common
assumption that all new homes are energy
efficient—that's not necessarily the case.
But the more you know about what it
takes to make a house energy efficient,
the better chance you have of making
sure your new home is energy-wise.

This brochure distributed by:

•

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

Hennepin County does not discriminate on the basis of race. color. creed.
religion. age. !MX. handicap, marital status. affections, preference. public
assistance status. criminal record. or national origin. If you believe .ou hare
,
been discriminated against by Hennepin County . contact the Affirmative
.4ction Programs Department. .4403 Government Center. .Sfinneapolis.
M.\ 5.5487. 161211484096 or TDD 1612, 348-5467.

Printed on recycled and recyclable paper.
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Have fun, and good luck looking for that
new home.

•

Orientation ii andscaping

all ronstruction

What do I look for?

2"x4" or 2"x6" framing?

Shade trees, windbreaks and the orientation of
your house to sunlight and prevailing winds can
make a big difference in it's energy use.

Both 2"x4" and 2"x6" construction can have the
same insulating quality, or R-value.
2"x4" Wall=R-21

Effective Landscaping

2"x6" Wall=R-21

Sheetrock
Polyvapor
barrier

•

R-13 fiberglass
beets
R-6 insulating
board
Siding

Ineffective Landscaping

The simple fact that a house is built with 2"x4" or
2"x6" stud walls says very little about its overall
energy efficiency. It's important to know what else
has gone into those walls, and what their overall
R-value is. Both types can meet or exceed the
Minnesota code requirement of R-20 in exterior
walls.
While you can plant evergreen shrubs along the
north and west sides of the foundation after you
buy a home, big shade trees and wind breaks take
a long time to grow. Sometimes trees and other
vegetation can be saved during excavation, which
will moderate the effects of extreme seasonal
weather.
Overall placement of your home in relation to
northwest winter winds and the sun's rays is
determined very early in the planning process.
And once your house is built, that orientation will
never change. If you have a part in deciding the
orientation of your house, considering its general
placement and angle can make a big difference in
energy use and conservation for years ahead.

•

With 2"x4" frame walls, a foam board is added on
either the inside or outside of the studs. Sometimes this insulating board is added to 2"x6"
frame walls, bringing the overall thermal quality
to about R-24, depending on the insulating
quality of the board.
Insulating board comes in a variety of forms
which vary in thickness and R-value, including
expanded polystyrene (beadboard), extruded
polystyrene (blueboard, greenboard, yellowboard,
etc.), polyisocyanurate, urethane and phenolic.
The important thing to know is the R-value of the
board used.
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apor Barrier

att nsulation

arrier

Does it matter how it's put in?
Yes, it does matter how it's put in. More doesn't
necessarily mean better, but it must completely
fill the wall cavities. If the batt insulation looks
neat, it's probably going to do a better job than if
it doesn't.

Properly InsulatedPoorly Insulated What is it and
what's it for?
A vapor barrier is required by the Minnesota
building code, and may be foil-faced sheetrock, or
poly installed between insulation and sheetrock.
It keeps interior water vapor from condensing in
the insulation, and can reduce flow of warm and
cold air through walls and ceiling if seams and
penetrations are sealed.
Properly Installed

One
snuglyfitting
fiberglass
ban

Poorly Installed

Wrinkles
leaving
gaps
Pieced
together
Hole

No
insulation
One
uncut
piece
of poly

Gaps and holes between pieces of fiberglass
batting, or between the insulation and studs,
leave what are called "bypasses" that let cold in
and heat out. Fiberglass batts and pieces should
fit snugly, filling these bypasses, but not be
excessively compressed.
Wherever possible, a continuous piece of batting
should be installed in the wall cavity. An
alternative is to use blown-in insulation, which
completely fills the cavity; ceiling insulation is
commonly blown-in rather than batts. Where
plumbing and other wall components prevent the
use of a continuous batt, pieces cut to fit together
should be tucked in around the piping and other
fixtures.
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Tear
Cut and
not sealed

If well-installed, a vapor barrier can tighten your
house, reducing drafts and air infiltration. A good
vapor barrier is continuous over the entire inside
wall and ceiling, with few breaks for light
fixtures, switches or electrical outlets. Sealing
poly at unavoidable breaks increases airtightness.
A vapor barrier is not required at the rim joist, so
penetrations and gaps here, and those leading to
the attic, should be sealed with caulk or gaskets.
An excellent time to look at your house is after
the insulation, vapor barrier, and caulk or gaskets
have been installed, but before sheetrock is
applied. This lets you see the quality of the
insulation job, and look for holes in the vapor
barrier while errors can still be corrected.

•

CHAPTER 4

Windows

Furnace

Double or
triple pane, or low-E?

Do I have a choice?

While insulating value of windows can vary
depending on distance between panes, quality of
seal, frame material and window style, generally
each pane of glass adds R-1 to its thermal value.
Double Pane

____•

Yes you do have a choice. Builders generally
providea70%+or80%+efficiency furnace,and
offer an upgrade option for a flat fee.
70%+AFUE
Low-E

80%+

90%+

Triple Pane
Induced
draft Ian
Additional
heal
exchanging

capacity

The most important thermal characteristic of
windows is R-value. Low-E or "low-emittance"
coating reflects radiant heat, thereby increasing
the insulating value of a window by about R-1.
But low-E glass does not reduce solar gain in
winter like an additional pane of glass does.
The price difference between traditional double
pane windows and double pane low-E has
decreased since low-E glass was first introduced.
So while the cost of low-E windows is generally
little more than double-pane without emittance
coating, thermal value approximates that of
triple-pane glass.
All-aluminum frames generally have poorer
insulating qualities than wood or vinyl frames.
Many frames which appear to be vinyl or
aluminum, are actually wood with exterior
cladding. Vinyl-cladding tends to transmit less
heat and cold than aluminum-cladding.

AFUE (annual fuel utilization efficiency) best
measures efficiency because it includes all energy
used by the furnace, including that used to start
it, and energy lost between cycles. But it is rarely
stated on the furnace, so you may have to ask.
It's hard to predict payback on higher efficiency
models because of variables like size of house,
cost of fuel, and lifestyle. But it's generally a
good idea to upgrade at least to the 80% range.
These furnaces have a constricted heat exchanger
to keep more furnace heat in the house, and an
"induced draft" fan to push air with combustion
gases out of the furnace and into the chimney.
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In high efficiency furnaces (90%+), more heat
exchangingcapacity is added to retain additional
heat. Air leaves the furnace at about 100°F, so a
PVC pipe, instead of a chimney, is sufficient to
vent exhaust gases. These furnaces generally
have "sealed combustion", taking in fresh air
directly from outside to feed the furnace fire.
Both induced draft and sealed combustion units
reduce the possibility of furnace gases mixing
with air in the house.
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NEW YORK CITY FINANCIAL SERVICES CORPORATION
ENERGY CONSERVATION LOAN PROGRAM

PROPOSAL

Background

Summary

Firms frequently cite high energy cost as a
major factor in their decision to relocate
elsewhere. The exodus of businesses, especially industrial firms, has had a substantial impact on the local economy. The City
of New York, recognizing this issue,
created the Financial Services Corporation
of New York City (FSC) to provide financial assistance to small and medium sized
firms.

The Energy Conservation Loan Program
(ECLP) will provide financial assistance,
enabling firms in New York City to undertake energy conservation measures. The
program will offer flexible financing for
the acquisition of energy efficient
machinery and equipment, the retrofit of
existing equipment to save on consumption,
the upgrading of manufacturers' processing
methods to derive higher productivity, or
the conversion of high cost oil powered
machinery to high efficiency low cost gas
equipment.
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The purpose of the program is to encourage
conservation and to reduce businesses'
operating costs, thereby making New York
City based manufacturers more competitive. Through achieved energy efficiencies
the viability for manufacturers to remain
in New York City will increase dramatically and will ultimately assist in the retention and creation of jobs. The Financial
Services Corporation (FSC) proposes this
innovative financing program as a partnership between the City, the State, and the
Brooklyn Union Gas Company. The
program will require a $2.5 - $3.0 million
capitalization for the first 18 months of
operation. We propose that BUG make a
$ 1 .0 milli o n d ir ec t co n tr ib u tio n fo r th e
first phase of activity. The inception
period will focus on the high efficiencies
derived from natural gas fueled equipment
used in manufacturing and heating for a
selected audience.
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On a daily basis acting as the "banker" for
the city, FSC assists businesses in the purchase of machinery and equipment and the
renovation or construction of new
facilities. However, most firms lack the
technological information, the expertise,
and the access to capital which would permit them to evaluate and implement a wide
range of energy efficiency measures. The
exigency remains for companies to be educated, motivated, and encouraged to make
investments which would help them save
mo n ey in th e lo n g t e r m, an d st ren g th en
their domestic operations. This is an opportune moment for industrial concerns to
utilize FSC's resources and expertise in the
administration of this highly innovative
loan program.
Historically, most small and medium-sized
businesses have great difficulty gaining
ac c es s to cap it al. Th e co st to p ro c es s a
small loan is generally the same as a larger
loan (in terms of staff time, overhead, etc.),
and th erefo re th e p ro fit to a lend ing institution is proportionately less. Commercial banks often have difficulty accepting
equipment as collateral because its resale
v alue is d ifficult to assess. Assig ning a
value to state of the art equipment is par-
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ticularly problematic
its rate of
obsolescence is highly uncertain. These
equipment financing problems can be intensified for manufacturers renting space
on short or medium term leases, a common
situation in New York City.
To investigate this problem further, FSC
surveyed 47 manufacturers in the Energy
Cost Savings Program pipeline. The survey
examined their expansion or improvement
schemes, energy conservation measures, and
factors inhibiting the implementation of
these plans. The survey included such
firms as food processors, bakeries,
electroplators, and glass and plastics
manufacturers. Of these all considered
energy costs to be a substantial part of
their operating overhead. Forty-four percent (44%) revealed the lack of access to
capital as a factor inhibiting expansion or
conservation improvements. Seventy-four
p e r c e n t ( 7 4 % ) o f t h e c o mp a n i e s o w n e d
machinery over 5 years old and were aware
of energy efficient equipment, but had
neither the capital to purchase state of the
art technology, not the technical ability to
adequately review alternatives.
The ECLP will assist in overcoming these
problems by linking technical assistance
with direct financing. FSC will provide
the critical interface between technical information and recommendations received
in audits, and the financial analysis needed
to evaluate, encourage, and institute energy
efficiency measures. From our experience
with the target audience this practical assistance will be crucial to the successful
implementation of energy improvement
p lans. As a fu rth er measu re in ev alu ating
a project, the potential applicant would
seek assistance from Brooklyn Union Gas,
in areas of equipment options, retrofitting,
cogeneration, and conversion from oil to
gas. This would be an effective means of
direct BUG involvement which may substantially broaden the utility's client base.
The loan rates and terms will be structured
to recognize the payback period of the investment and cash flow constraints of the
client. FSC will look solely to the energy
sav in g s fo r th e rep a y men t o f t h e lo an in
the first two to three years of the project.

Program Implementation

I. Marketing
FSC staff, in conjunction with Brookly n
Union Gas, will develop a list of energy intensive industries and highlight firms that
have exhibited an interest in, and can
benefit from, state of the art energy technologies. The list will include size, type,
en ergy con su mp tio n ch aracteristics, an d
g eog raph ic lo cation of th e firms. Du ring
the demonstration phase of the loan
program, the list will draw from recipients
of the Energy Cost Savings Program in
BUG's territory, as well as businesses
recommended by other sources including
banks and local development corporations.
It is estimated that potentially 4000 firms
could be prime candidates for assistance
under the ECLP.
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New gas technology, energy efficiency applications, and various financing options
will b e mark eted to th e targ eted popu lation. Innovative applications may include
the following: 1) heat recovery on continuously operating process equipment; 2)
new furnaces; 3) new hydronic boilers; 4)
high efficiency water heaters; 5) new
refrigeration compressor systems for commercial cooling; 6) co-generation; 7) boilers
to generate steam; 8) ovens used in
manufacturing processes; and 9) electric
load management.
II. Technical Information
In order for FSC to evaluate a project,
detailed technical information on the cost
and benefits of each proposed energy conserv ation measu re will b e required fro m
Brooklyn Union Gas technical staff or
other sources. This information will
include: (a) a monthly analysis of current
energy use including demand and consumptio n ch ar a ct eri st ic s, an d co st, i n all i mpacted areas of a firm's operation; (b)
monthly projected energy use broken down
b y d eman d an d co n su mp tio n an d co st o f
energy after implementation of the project
for each area affected; (c) specific cost
breakdown of the project, including installation and required maintenance; (d)
76
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including impact on the firm's daily operaand technical staff, will issue applications
and an aly sis o f th e Office,
techno logy
to FSC
to for
firms
which meet the eligibility criteria
Energytion
ands, Telecommunications
proached
financing.
highlight
summarized in the guidelines. FSC staff
New York,
NY. how the savings are achieved;
and (e) information on the uses of this
will present each loan to a subcommittee of
technology in other similar business operaFSC's Board of Directors which will intions. The study will identify the apclude representatives from Brooklyn Union
propriate technologies and the financing
Gas Company for approval.
available to implement recommendations
Program Guidelines
for the selected facility. In general, study
recommendations will provide: an analysis
Loan Program
of building and equipment characteristics
I.
requiring capital investment; a technical
A.
and economic analysis of the specific sysEligibility Criteria
tems or equipment most appropriate to accomplish energy savings; and an implemen1.
Applicant must have sufficient
tation plan. If the firm cannot access this
technical information from a
technical information from existing
qualified and approved source,
resources, then FSC may provide assistance
including: (a) a monthly analysis
for the firm to undertake a feasibility
of current energy use, including
study, financed by ECLP.
demand and consumption characteristics, and cost, by an area of a
III. Financing
firm's operation that will be affected by the proposed project; (b)
FSC will establish an Energy Conservation
monthly projected energy use
Loan Program (ECLP) to be accessible to
broken down by demand and coneligible businesses to implement energy efsumption and cost of energy after
ficiency measures in Brooklyn Union Gas
implementation of the project for
territory in Brooklyn, Queens, and Staten
each area affected; (c) specific cost
Island. FSC, having the resources and
breakdown of project, including
operations infrastructure to administer the
installation and required
financing package, would make available
maintenance; (d) detailed characloans, from the ECLP, for the acquisition,
teristics of specific measures, inconversion, and/or retrofit of energy efficluding impact on the firm's daily
cient equipment, upgrading processing
operations, analysis of the technolmethods and renewable energy measures.
ogy to highlight how savings are
The ECLP will have the flexibility to
achieved; and (e) information on
finance up to 90% of total project costs, but
the uses of this technology in other
wherever possible, firms will be assisted in
similar business operations.
seeking private financing for a portion of
the project.
2.
Demonstrate ability to service debt
as evidenced by the financial conRates and terms for the loans will be
dition of the applicant and an
flexible and based on the payback of the
analysis of the proposed project.
investment; FSC, as a participating lender
in the State's Energy Investment Loan
3.
Demonstrate need for public assisProgram (EILP), will provide interest rates
tance in order to proceed with the
no higher than 5%, regardless of the loan
project as structured.
a mo u n t . D u r i n g t h e f i r s t c r i t i c a l p h a s e s
4.
Eligibility will also be subject to
(two to three years) of the project, repayall applicable Federal, state and
ment will not be greater than the savings
local laws, rules and regulations
derived as a result of the investment. This
governing the use of the funds.
will ensure that the cash flow of the business is not strained.
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Process
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Eligible firms will be selected on the basis
of several factors, including (1) ability to
service debt, (2) estimated energy savings
per dollar of loan requested, (3) energy
costs in relation to total operating costs, (4)
impact of energy savings on company 's
costs of goods sold, and (5) need for public
assistance. All loans will be approved by a
subcommittee of FSC's Board of Directors
which may include selected representatives
from various funding sources.

E. Shared Savings/Performance Contracting
We will also consider providing financing
to shared savings or performance contracting firms in order to induce their participation in a project.
F. Rate of Interest

C. Loan Amount
1.

Energy loan participation of up to
90% of total project costs, with a
minimum 10% equity requirement
by the company or principals.

2.

Average Energy Conservation Loan
amounts are anticipated at $50,000
to $100,000 per firm.

D. Use of Proceeds
Energy Conservation Loans can only be
used to implement energy efficiency or
conservation measures that have been approved by FSC. This will include but not
be limited to:
1.

2.

acquisition of machinery and
equipment which assists in achieving energy savings for business
operations, i.e., industry state-ofthe-art;
premise improvements, renovations
and rehabilitation of existing structures to conserve energy and
promote efficient operations.

3.

retrofit of existing machinery and
equipment to save on energy
demand and consumption; and

4.

upgrading industrial process procedures.
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1.

Flexible, prime or less, and determined by an analysis of the
payback of the investment.

2.

Principal And in some cases interest may b e d eferred du rin g the
payback period to induce the investment.

G. Term of Loan
Flexible and based on the payback period
of the project and the term of the lease,
useful life of the asset, etc. (whichever is
appropriate).
H. Collateral
1.

Min i mu m o f 1 0 0 % c o v er ag e o n
fixed assets acquired, existing
fixed assets of the firm or suitable
substitute collateral.
At the
Board's discretion, this requirement may be waived if sufficient
collateral is unobtainable.

2.

Person al gu arantees of all p rincipals with over 20 percent ownership of the firm may be required.
If not available, additional collateral will be required.

I. Appraisal
1.

If real property is being provided
as collateral for the loan, a current
Na rr ativ e Ap p r ai sa l Rep o rt p e r formed by a certified appraiser,
acceptable to FSC; and/or
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J. Fees
Loan Application Fee: $500.00
Commitment Fee: 1% for loans over $100,000 (less application fee)
Type of Transaction
Standard RLF Loan (2)

Application Fee Commitment Fee (1)

Closing Fee

$500 Deposit

1% Less Deposit

$500

$500 Deposit

1% Less Deposit

0-100,000
$100,001-200,000
$200,001-300,000
$300,001-400,000
$400,001-500,000
$500,001-600,000

1,000
1,500
= 2,000
3,000
4,000
= 5,000

$600,001-greater

5,000

In House Closings:
>$100,000

•

>$100,000

N/A

$250

Long Term
Commitment(3)
Interest Subsidies

N/A

$1,000

1/2% for every
six months

$250

N/A

N/A

N/A

Non Refundable Commitment Fee Deposit, payable at application.
Loans closed by outside counsel.
Commitments which are extended for a period of six months or
longer. This fee will be in addition to other Fees charged for
application, commitment and closing.

(1)

H. Technical Feasibility Study
A. Applicant Eligibility Criteria
1.

•

Applicant must demonstrate ability
to service debt of an energy conservation loan, as evidenced by the
financial condition of the applicant.

2. Applicant must be a:
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manufacturing concern in the
City; or

(2) t h o s e p o r t i o n s o f c o m m e r c i a l
business in the City that are backoffice operations or other intensive energy use operations.

3.

Applicant must demonstrate a
substantial need for energy savings
based on the age and condition of
equipment and building, an
analysis of the manufacturing or

•

operations processes and the energy
intensity of the applicant's operations.

4.

5.

Demonstrate that required funding
for technical feasibility study is not
available from other sources in the
t i me f r a m e n e e d e d t o e n a b l e t h e
project to proceed.
Eligibility will also be subject to all
applicable Federal, state and local
laws, rules and regulations governing the use of the funds.

B. Approval Process

A subcommittee of FSC's Board of Directors (which may include other non-Board
members) will award grants to eligible
firms based upon staff recommendations.
Eligible firms will be selected on the basis
of several factors, including:
1.

firms that are eligible for benefits
under the Energy Cost Savings
Program;

2.

fir ms th a t d e mo n st r at e a sp e c ifi c
area of their operations that can
achieve substantial energy savings;

3.

firms whose annual total energy
b ills a r e o v er $ 5 0 ,0 0 0 an d wh e re
energy costs are a significant portion of total operating costs;

4.

f i r m s t h a t a r e p r e p a r e d t o i mp l e ment energy efficiency measures as
demonstrated by their financial
condition;

5.

firms that have received an energy
audit and require a technical
feasibility study in order to imple-
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ment energy conservation
measures.
C. Grant Amount
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Grants will be provided for 50% of the cost
of an approved Technical Feasibility Study
up to a maximum grant of $5,000 per firm.
D. Use of Grants

Grants may only be used for a Technical
Feasibility Study by an approved and
licensed engineer. The Study will be
defined in the Request for Proposal
requirements that will be issued to determine approved engineers. A Technical
Feasibility Study will include:
1.

physical description of the
facility; and

2.

listing of recommended measures
in order of priority based on
projected return on investment including, but not limited to the
following:
industrial process
procedures; electrical demand
improvements; systems tuning; load
factor improvement; heating and
ventilation; air conditioning;
lighting; building envelope;
equipment modifications; retrofit
and replacement; heat recovery;
process efficiency improvements;
boilers and distribution systems;
and fuel switching; and

3.

•

profile of historical energy cost
and consumption.

E. Fees
There will be a $250 application fee.
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Report and Information Sources
Additional copies of this report, The Hidden Link: Energy and Economic Development -Phase II: Marketing and Financing Strategies for Community Energy Projects, and Phase I:
Strategic Planning, as well as more detailed individual project reports from each of the participating local governments on the project team are available from:
Publications and Distribution
Public Technology, Inc.
1301 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20004
(202) 626-2400
Please contact PTI's Research Center staff in Washington, DC, for more information on this
or other activities of PTI. (www.pti.org )
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